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A project of the

and sponsored by

A f amily  of  companies  with 
a diverse range of activities: 
agriculture, urban planning and 
development, watershed restoration 
and international ventures. Our 
commitment to sustainability 
includes ac tively  suppor ting 
community programs, especially 
those benefitting children and the 

environment.

Clean Water Services is a water 
resources management utility 
committed to working in partnership 
with others to build a sustainable 
future for Oregon’s Tualatin River 
Watershed.  More than 520,000 
customers enjoy clean water 
and healthy rivers and streams 
through innovative wastewater and 
stormwater services, water quality 
and stream enhancement projects, 
river flow management, fish habitat 

protection and more.

Founded in 1911, the Eugene 
Water & Electric Board is Oregon’s 
largest customer-owned utility.  
For over 100 years, EWEB has 
recognized that the health of our 
river systems is vitally important to 
the economic and environmental 

success of our community.

In Partnership with



Honoring Our Rivers was founded in 2000 by a group of educators and river folk who shared the belief 
that the health and prosperity of our river systems impact this place we call home.  As we enter our 
second decade of publication, we continue to be awed by the quality, profundity and creativity of 
our local and international students.  For the 2011 edition, students submitted hundreds of thought-
provoking, charming and often whimsical entries that stimulate an awareness of the fragility of our 
waterways and challenge us to reflect on how rivers connect us all. We hope you enjoy our 11th annual 

collection of student and professional work from the Watersheds of Oregon and beyond. 

Like the river, these words and images help us to see the energy and life that is flowing through 
the landscape and teach us to honor the intangible quality that connects us to nature, and 

ultimately, to one another.

Many thanks to the Watershed Educators, Writers and Artists who donated time and 
expertise to this year’s anthology:

 Editors & Judges: Invited Artists: Invited Writers:
 Aislinn Adams Aislinn Adams Spencer Beebe
 Laurie Aguirre Deborah DeWit Robin Cody
 Rick Bastasch Michel Hersen Maralee Gerke    
 Quintin Bauer Michelle Han (Goodrich) Kathy Haynie
 John Femal Qwalsius – Shaun Peterson Barbara LaMorticella
 Elizabeth Garrison Trey Phillips Matt Love
 Travis Henry Greg Robinson Kathleen Dean Moore
 Joan Maiers  Paulann Petersen
 Jim Nicholson  Peter Sears
 Leah Stenson  
 Meghan Warren

In addition, we’d like to thank John Miller & Travis Henry from Wildwood | Mahonia 
for being our “river guides” throughout this process.

Sarah Schra, Project Manager
Abby P. Metzger, Outreach Coordinator
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Don’t Pollute!
Whenever I look at my brother’s fish
I remember “Do not pollute the water!”
Because that could kill the fish.
The river flows to the ocean.
The pollution washes on the shore.

by Sydney Smith
Grade 1, Forest Ridge Elementary School, Keizer

Jaeden Bell, Grade 2, Forest Ridge Elementary School, Keizer

Rivers
Rivers flow slowly
Inspiring me to try
Very hard and to think
Encouraging thoughts.
Rivers are amazing.

by Austin Sweeney
Grade 4, Forest Hills Elementary 
School, Lake Oswego

A Beautiful Place
A shiver runs down my back when I get close to the water. It’s the 
most beautiful thing when you see the sun glistening across the 
smooth flowing future of the world. Many people care about the 
future of our waters. You should too. There are so many things 
you can do to help let the future generations enjoy the beauty 
of the wilderness.

by Megan Beck
Grade 5, Miller Elementary School, Bend

Grace Anne Tomashek, Grade 3, 
Adams Elementary School, Eugene
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Rafting the McKenzie
Rafting the McKenzie River is like rafting down a river of 
wonder.
The sunlight that filters through the trees dapples the water 
and is magical.
The trees on either bank are like curtains, enclosing me in this 
wonderful place.
The fish swim next to me as if my raft and I do not exist.

by Ava Smith
Grade 4, Edison Elementary School, Eugene

On the River
On a winter’s day,
Snow falls down.

On the river,
The cold river.

Sun shining down,
On a hot summer day.

On the river,
The warm river.

Children laughing,
Children playing.

On the river,
The happy river.

Water flowing,
Beyond my sight.

On the river,
The winding river.

Water crashing,
Down a waterfall.

On the river,
The roaring river.

People screaming,
While white river rafting.

On the river.
The rapid river.

At the end of the day,
It starts to slow down.

On the river,
The lazy river.

by Jewel Bishop
Grade 4, Lake Grove Elementary School, 
Lake Oswego

“Dragonfly,”  Ethan Schra, Grade 4, Hazelgreen Elementary School, Salem

Carsyn Mcintyre, Grade 5, Miller Elementary School, Bend
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The Senses
I hear the river trickle
As fish wiggle through the current,
I see rocks turn as water
Forces them to move,
I feel the cool water
In between my toes,
I smell the beauty of a river
That is here for us to embrace.

by Savanah Stokley
Grade 5, Forest Park Elementary School, Portland

Why is it Called a Watershed?
Because a watershed carries water that is shed from land after 
rain falls and snow melts.
Drop by drop all water flows to the river and then to the ocean.
Why is it important to know about watersheds?
Because everything we do on the land has an effect on the 
environment.

by Gustav Verdouw
Grade 4-5, Family School, Eugene

Brooke Proctor, Grade 1, Forest Ridge Elementary 
School, Keizer

The Twist of Earth
There is fresh oxygen in the sky,
From the leaves of plants.
There are waterfalls,
Splashing through,
The river.
Making a soothing sound.

by Isabelle Rodriguez
Grade 3, Chapman Hill Elementary School, Salem

The Old River
Once, long ago, before there were any people, there was an old 
River, a mean Sun and Rain. When the River was young, the Rain 
and the River would play, talk and laugh; until the Sun came. 
After that the River and the Rain didn’t see each other again. 

The Sun would not let Rain pour down. Pretty soon the River 
was drying up. The River begged the Sun, “Sun please stop. 
You’re drying me up.”

Soon the Sun got so tired; so tired that he fell into a deep sleep.

Then the River said,” Rain come. I’m drying up!“ All of a sudden, 
the River heard “whoosh” and it started to rain. Soon the River 
was full of water. When the Sun woke up he looked mad, but 
before he could say anything the River said “You fell asleep. 
Please don’t dry me up.”

“Well,” the Sun said. “ I am mad but I’m getting very tired.  How 
about you and Rain take turns?”

“I suppose we can,” said the Sun. So from that day on, the Sun 
shone while the Rain slept and while the Sun slept the Rain 
showered. To this day, the River, Rain and the Sun are friends.

by  Brandt Riley
Grade 4, Edison Elementary School, Eugene
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The splashing of a rock being there in a river.

RIVER fl owing right past you

A gentle splash on your cheek from
 the river.

 Do You Know 
 How Calm a River is?

 

   
    Now do you know 
    how calm a River is?

   by Bailey Byerley
   Grade 3, Forest Ridge 
   Elementary School, Keizer

  

Crystal Clear
YOU

stream fast, right
past thousands of trees.

I
must squint to see

your beauty, because the
sun bounces from your water to my eyes.

YOUR
pebbles are not

hard to see through your
crystal
clear

water.

Hayden Gillette
Grade 3, Forest Ridge Elementary School, Keizer

River
Just imagine what our world would be like,
If we didn’t have rivers.

by MacKenzie Proctor
Grade 2, Forest Ridge Elementary School, Keizer

Attacking all your worries w
ith it.

Liam Glassman, Grade 4-5, Family School, Eugene

Home of Water
Dripping on leaves,
Watering trees,
I drink you every day.
You even give water to the bay.
You’re nature.
I can be too.
But man,
What would we do without you?

by Eliza Loewen-Thomas
Grade 3, Chapman Hill Elementary School, Salem
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“Salmon Life  Cycle,” Hannah Condello, Grade 2, 
Forest Ridge Elementary School, Keizer

Nicole Russell, Grade 2, Forest Ridge 
Elementary School, Keizer

“Bear Attack,” Noah Unwin, Grade 2, Forest Ridge Elementary School, Keizer

Sister River
Sit down and listen

Sister river tells me things
Tales of Mother Earth.

Haiku by Sorcha O’Connor
Grade 4, Bush Elementary School, Salem

Watershed
Wistfully washing down to the ocean
a beautifully swishing stream
tantalizingly lovely
ecosystem is dependent on it
ruined by us
sometimes a perfect hide-out
hard to save now
everything we need (water wise)
dammed up by us

by Cecilia Yamada
Grade 4-5, Family School, Eugene
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River Winding
The slinky river curves across the valley floor.
Crissing and crossing and quite a bit more.
The crashing of waves.
Bears creeping out of their caves to taste the 
sweet salmon that dance and that play.
It winds between trees, it creeps over roads, 
it soaks the poor bees with their honey comb 
cones.

by Braedon Holt
Grade 4-5, Family School, Eugene

Nice Water
Rivers are nice.
Pretty like silk.
Once I feel the water,
I feel like a fish.
Swimming, looking for food.
So nobody should pollute our rivers.
Help our environment and our Earth.

by Kennedy Buss
Grade 2, Forest Ridge Elementary School, Keizer

Kennedy Buss, Grade 2, Forest Ridge Elementary School, Keizer

Morgan Franks, Grade 1, Forest Ridge Elementary School, Keizer

Rivers
The rivers are clear.
The rivers are slow when I see them glow.
They make me slow.
They are beautiful like the snow.
They are cold like the rain but hot with the sun.
The rivers shine like sparkling rain.

by Bricia Gonzalez Reyes
Grade 3, Four Corners Elementary School, Salem
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A River’s Feelings
A river has a

feeling just like us
A 

river has a feeling
about the fish that swim under it.

A
river has a feeling
when we float by

A
river has a feeling

if it’s sunny or rainy
snowy or windy

A
river has a feeling

of the sound and smell
A 

river has a feeling
about people’s questions

and most of all
A

river has a feeling
about your feeling

so be good to your rivers.

by Megan Provost
Grade 3, Forest Ridge Elementary, Keizer

Let’s Keep the Rivers Clean
Let’s keep the water clean
So fish can stay alive
Ocean with its tides
Rivers with their fish
Let’s help them stay alive
Litter, litter, everywhere
Pick it up and throw away
Leave the cleaning up to us
We don’t rest until it’s clean
And then the Rivers will stay clean
So fish and everything inside the river-tide
Will stay healthy and never die.

by Myra Schra
Grade 3, Hazelgreen Elementary School, Salem

Braeden Bost, Grade 3, Adams Elementary School, Eugene

The Willamette
Help our rivers,
While the rivers splash and splash!
While the kids dash and dash!
Only one can hear it all.
Her name is Mother Nature,
She does it all.

by Mckenzey Lee
Grade 2, Forest Ridge Elementary School, Keizer

Orion Van Allen, Grade 4-5, Family School, Eugene
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River
Help the environment by keeping the water cool.
Make sure trash is OUT!
Keep the trees near the river.
Be nice so the fish will stay.
If we have no trees or air,
We can’t be here.
I love to look at the river and the fish.
Don’t you?

by Savannah Gillett
Grade 2, Forest Ridge Elementary School, Keizer

Ashlee Ross, Grade 1, Forest Ridge Elementary School, Keizer

Kaleb Carroll, Grade 1, Forest Ridge Elementary School, Keizer

Eliana Dean, Grade 2, Forest Ridge 
Elementary School, Keizer

Turtles by the Lake
Turtles by the lake,
Jumping hurtles over logs.
Swimming under water
Like a dolphin jumping
Over waves.
Water is the best place to live.

by Garrett Davis
Grade 3, Chapman Hill Elementary School, Salem
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The Calm River
A calm river with
fish jumping
over your bumps. A calm
river behind the rocks. The beautiful
plants in the water. Floating
down the river. Me in
the warm water. It is very
shiny. I smell the flowers
around you. River do you
ever slow down then go
fast again? Do your chuckles
impress people? I feel beautiful
because your river
shows my reflection in the water.
Why?
Why?
Why?
You are beautiful.
I cry.

by Alyssa Richardson
Grade 3, Forest Ridge Elementary School, Keizer

Water
I love the water.
I love the water,
Why?
I love watching the fish
Swim back and forth.
I have a special hiding place.
I sit.
By the stream,
It slowly goes past me
With a big breeze
The wind blows my hair.
I love the water.

by Bridget Hall
Grade 3, Chapman Hill Elementary School, Salem

Salmon to Sea
Salmon swim to sea.
They can smell salt water close.
Not many return.

by Mayson Weybright
Grade 3, Adams Elementary School, Eugene

Natalie Burdsall, Grade 5, Miller Elementary 
School, Bend
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Cecilia Yamada, Grade 4-5, Family School, Eugene

Waterfall
A silver, crystal snake,
Slithering through a path it has made for itself.
The clear water rushes on,
Unaware that it will soon be falling freely through the air for all to see.
Fish dart through the small river, struggling against the current.
But they must meekly submit to the water’s strength as it pushes them against rocks.
Ferns gently fan the river as it glides past.
And watch as it drops over the precipice ...
Roaring,
Tumbling down the dangerously steep slope.

Moss thrives on the side of the cliff, humbly, unnoticed.
Barely touching the silvery falls that seem to turn to vapor as it flies through the air.

The fish are flying,
And it’s terrifying.
A crystal pool catches and cradles them in her depths.
Tails wiggle and they surface, surprised to be alive.

When the falls hit the pool, foam, pure white foam flies out of the pool and lands on the stony banks,
Speckling the pale gray with darker, moist patches.

Whatever happens, the river flows on, braving all elements.
And many rivers end in waterfalls.

by Anaga Srinivas
Grade 5, Catlin Gabel School, Portland
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Streams
Splish, splash in the stream the water
splashes not busting a seam.

Splish, splash the day is getting late
the fish are moving on and before long it’s dark.

Splish, splash it’s night now
there isn’t a sound louder than a cow.

Splish, splash the sun is out
wake-up everyone.

Splish, splash the stream is awake too
the sky is as blue as a blue bird.

by Alyssa Seibt
Grade 3, Lake Grove Elementary School, Lake Oswego

“Salmon,” Bridget Shin-Wheeler, Grade 3, 
Adams Elementary School, Eugene

“Save Our Rivers,” Myra Schra, Grade 3, Hazelgreen Elementary School, Salem

Watershed
Hey kids did you know that a watershed has so many 
kinds of animals that I can’t count them all? Some are 
the deer, beaver, salmon, eagle, and hawk. There are 
also many types of plants such as the berry plants, the 
peach/apple/pear trees, and lots of other bushes, trees, 
and vines. There is also lots of water.

Each year the rivers around Eugene fill up with salmon 
at different times of the year. Chinook salmon die after 
they spawn, and their bodies decompose and give 
nutrients to the surrounding area and ocean. These are 
just some examples from the watershed where I live.

by Rowan Bernstien
Grade 4-5, Family School, Eugene

“Life at a River,” Keelie Caldwell, 
Grade 2, Forest Ridge Elementary 
School, Keizer
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River River
River
River

Feel my shiver
In your fog

I walk my dog
In the morning

DEW
Splashing

In the
Water

Woo hoo!
Look in the 

Water it’s an 
Otter

Up in the sky
Hear a hawk

Cry
River
River

Feel my shiver
Walking by the

Willamette
River.

by Aharon Garcia
Grade 3, Forest Ridge Elementary School, 

Keizer

Salmon Ocean
Salmon eat insects.
They migrate to the ocean.
They grow for five years.

by Ronin Martin
Grade 3, Adams Elementary School, Eugene

Kayley Cook, Grade 3, Adams Elementary School, Eugene

As I Walk
As I walk,
The river is calm and rapid,
as stones skid the water.
As I walk ,
the innocent rivers,
memory of the past.
As I walk,
the trickling of the water’s flute,
in my reflection,
shows the mischief in her eyes.
As I walk,
the tranquility,
propels me to the river,
leading myself inside of me.

by Anushka Nair
Grade 4, Oak Creek Elementary School,  
Lake Oswego

Abernathy Creek
A lot of people are polluting Abernathy Creek, but some people 
are helping.
So come on our side and stop polluting. And it is for all rivers.
There are a lot of reasons we like to help, and you can help too 
by removing blackberries and planting trees.

by Kennedy Moore
Grade 4, King Elementary School, Oregon City
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Life
Life reflects off your ripples

Fish swim
Birds fly by
People play

As
People

Pass
By.

by Ayden Arritola
Grade 4, Forest Ridge Elementary School, Keizer

Earth Cycles
The ocean
The river
The trickle
The stream
The wild
The water
They call to me in a dream
Watch a cloud in a clear blue sky
Watch an eagle soar and fly
Trees and plants forever growing
Never stopping
Never going
The ocean
The river
The trickle
The stream
The wild
The water
They call to me in a dream
In a dream .. .
In a dream .. .
In a dream .. .
In a dream .. .

by Ylan Guinsbourg
Grade 4-5, Family School, Eugene

Braedon Holt, Grade 4-5, Family School, Eugene

“Early Blue Violet, ”Braeden Raschkes, Grade 2, 
Forest Ridge Elementary School, Keizer

The Deschutes River
It was a hot and sunny day at the Deschutes River. Ducks were quacking in 
the distance, and the water came in ripples as the light wind blew on it. I 
thought, what a beautiful place this is and how can I help keep it this way. 
I’ll have to be green, keep the river clean, and plant more trees. For now, be 
kind to the animals that live in or at the beautiful, dazzling blue river that we 
all call Deschutes.

by Jaycee Chango
Grade 5, Miller Elementary School, Bend
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Oh River
Oh river, how do I believe in you? 
Oh river, what makes you shine with all your glory? 
Oh river, what makes you loved by so many creatures? 
Oh river, what brings you into the land of peace and prosperity? 
Oh river, what makes your love? 
Oh river, where do you go? 
Why do you go there? 
What drives you forth?
What happens on your long, endless quests? 
Oh river, what does your heart feel?
Oh river, what makes me love you? 
Your beauty, your glory, and your love for nature.

by Macey Ferron-Jones
Grade 5, Catlin Gabel Elementary School, Portland

The Rivers of Life
I rafted down the Rogue and saw its 
rocky bottom.

I swam in the Blue River where the 
salamanders lurk.

I’ve watched the sunset over the 
Willamette and fished in the Applegate’s 
running flow.

I gazed upon the McKenzie and watched 
the water run.

Of all the rivers I have seen, these are 
the rivers of life.
The fish on the bottom,
The seabirds above, these are the 
creatures of life.

The salamanders in the Blue River love 
to swim and play but the trout in the 
Rogue like to stay away.

The guppies in the Applegate like to 
stick around but the kingfisher thinks a 
different way.

All the fish in the Willamette live a wild, 
bumpy life while the crayfish in Ashland 
Creek live in a cool and quiet stream.

From spring to summer, fall to winter, 
these are the rivers of life.

by Julia Tveskov
Grade 4, Edison Elementary School, Eugene

“Critters by a River,”  Emma Normand, Grade 5, Miller Elementary School, Bend
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Home
Wings spread and fly away.
Teeth chatter, homes made.
Swishing, flowing with ease,
Fresh and clean, earth’s shower,
Waves wrinkle and fold every way.
With a blue flash it flies away.
When I look through my eyes,
I see a river great and wide,
When walking down the river pathway.
River is home to everything, every way, every day.

by Brena Dalyo
Grade 5, Miller Elementary School, Bend

Senses 
Shivery and moist, rush of chill wind
A dragonfly flew over a brisk stream
Caught a glimpse of a swooping eagle
And a deer with its fawn
Fish gliding through crystal water
Water skippers, skipping happily
At night he hears the croaks of frogs
Chirping of crickets
And hooting of the owls

by Ethan Schra
Grade 4, Hazelgreen Elementary School, Salem

“Rainfall,”  Helena Berens, Grade 4, Forest Hills Elementary School, 
Lake Oswego

“Life at a River,” Keelie Caldwell, 
Grade 2, Forest Ridge Elementary 
School, Keizer

“Rivers,” Samson Hess, Grade 2, Forest Ridge Elementary School, Keizer

Fishes’ Melody
Salmon are helpful.
Salmon and rocks flowing to the docks.
Pouring free.
Salmon keep our water clean.
Praying to God,
That the Willamette will always be clean.
Salmon and other fish jumping to the docks.
I don’t put fish in a box.

by Owen Klassen Porter
Grade 1, Forest Ridge Elementary School, Keizer
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RIVER
I have felt the claws of the grizzly bear scrabbling across my stony floor.
I have seen the salmon return every year to spawn and complete the last part of their life cycle.
I have tasted the oil, plastic, and litter that people carelessly toss into my swirling depths.
I have heard the world change around me with each turning of the seasons.
In the warm weather of summer, I bask in the joy of children playing in me, splashing, laughing, smiling.
In the fall I watch the leaves fall off trees, landing on me, tickling me, and rippling the surface of my face.
In winter I stiffen and sleep, feeling snow land on me like a chilly blanket.

In spring, I loosen my stiff joints, rushing and 
playing at the thought of flowers, sun, and 
delicious rain.
Just thinking about it makes my mouth 
water ... !

I am glad that I am a river, but I can be 
dangerous. Sometimes I lose my temper, 
churning dangerously, plunging any careless 
person to a watery doom. I turn black, and so 
does the sky. Dark clouds gather overhead, 
and I roil and churn like a deadly snake.

But my tantrum passes, and the clouds go 
away. The sun comes out and reflects off my 
surface like I am made of diamonds.

I smile as I smooth stones in my fingers.
I am a river.

Shaughnessy Hutchins
Grade 4-5, Family School, Eugene

“Earth Cycles,”  Ylan Guinsbourg, Grade 4-5,  Family School, Eugene

“Life at a River,” Keelie Caldwell, Grade 2, Forest Ridge Elementary School, Keizer
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Protecting Our River
Protecting our river

A subject that wouldn’t quiver
To you it might be

Boring but you must see.

I’ll explain how you must care
And how plants and animals live there

The habitat and creatures
And other interesting features.

Our river is fresh and flowing
But disaster is where it’s going
With litter all over the ground

It’s gaining by the pound.

A habitat is fragile
And yet, it may seem casual

But it’s our job to protect
And our job to reflect.

Swans, ducks, and fish
All clean and happy, I WISH
It’s everyone’s job to insure
It’s them we don’t ignore.

Even though there’s a negative fact
We still can react

By repairing a river bed
And by replenishing the watershed.

I spread these facts to you
All of this is true

So tell another person
And let nothing worsen.

by Bridger Freeling
Grade 5, Miller Elementary School, Bend

Paige Maire Lutz, Grade 5, Forest Park Elementary School, Portland

Wild Rogue
Do you ever think what it’s like to be a sturgeon on the 
Rogue? I wrote this story because I wanted to show 
the dangers of sturgeon. All bumpy, wet, dirty, and 
dangerous. Then if you’re a raft it’s even more bumpy, 
wet, and rocky. If you’re a sturgeon it’s more bumpy at 
the end of the trip because the Rogue River runs into 
the Pacific Ocean.

This is a story about a sturgeon and its dangers on his 
way to Gold Beach. First, he is born, but we’re going 
ahead a few months when he is more mature. (His name 
is Bob.) Okay, let’s get to the point. Bob was swimming 
along when he heard a deeeeeeeeeeep sound he never 
heard, so he just thought it was salmon because it was 
getting shallow. But as he got closer to the sound, he 
started to panic because it was rocks! (Sturgeon don’t 
maneuver well.)

Then he felt something sharp. He looked up. It was a 
Bald Eagle. Then she landed. Then right away a Black 
Bear jumped out and scared her away. Then the same 
thing happened, but the Bear didn’t get scared away. 
The animal was Big Foot! Then they fought. Then Big 
Foot walked away. When he came back, he had a tree 
branch in his hands. Next he whacked the bear. They 
kept fighting, when wham! Bob got hit. He must have 
flown 50 miles because he hit some water that was salty. 
Then he realized what it was. It was the OCEAN! He was 
so happy that he jumped for joy.

by Pierce Flynn
Grade 4, Edison Elementary School, Eugene
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McKenzie Watershed
The kind of watershed I like to go to is 
where the McKenzie and the Willamette 
meet. This watershed is very beautiful. 
It has wonderful things like blackberry 
bushes, trees, and a sparkling river. It’s 
located next to Mt. Pisgah.
By the time I get to the river, I hear a 
roaring river. My friends and I set up a 
picnic for when we are hungry and thirsty. After I’m done, I recycle, clean up my trash,  and keep the river clean. I 
learned to swim at this location. When I was in the water, Dragonflies landed on me. The blackberry bushes near the 
water smelled amazing! When I was in the water I saw tadpoles and other fish. Rainbow trout, Chinook salmon, and 
summer steelhead surround the McKenzie River watershed.
These fish start their lives in freshwater then spend a few years in the ocean. They return to freshwater to spawn. The 
1,300- square-mile McKenzie watershed is almost 300-square-miles larger than the state of Rhode Island. Precipitation 
within the watershed ranges widely from approximately 45 inches annually near Springfield to 130 inches (much 
of which falls in the form of snow) on some of the higher peaks. Elevations in the McKenzie watershed range from 
approximately 375 feet at the confluence of the McKenzie and Willamette rivers to 10,358 feet at the summit of “South 
Sister.” The McKenzie River and its watershed are the source of drinking water, both in the form of surface and ground 
water, to approximately 200,000 area residents. Several anadromous fish species are found in the McKenzie watershed. 
These species begin their lives in fresh water, migrate to the ocean where they may spend a few years then return to the 
river or stream in which they hatched. Here the fish spawn and (usually) die. Anadromous fish in the McKenzie include 

spring Chinook salmon and 
smaller steelhead. Other 
fish found in the watershed 
include cut-throat trout, bull 
trout, white fish, rainbow 
trout, brook trout, sculpin, 
dace, and suckers. Six dams 
have been constructed 
on the McKenzie River for 
water storage and power 
generation.

by Skyler Hawley
Grade 4-5, Family School, Eugene

Aidan Savich, Grade 4-5, Family School, Eugene

Meghan Arritola, Grade 2, Forest Ridge Elementary School, Keizer
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The River
The river, shimmering in the bright summer sun.

I see fish, gracefully gliding through the water, scared of the bright colors I brought with me.

The ancient canopy of trees above my head makes the clearing look light green and even more beautiful.

Does and fawns leap and jump around and drink from the slow moving part of the river.

I start to walk away, it’s time for dinner, but tomorrow I’ll be back for another enchanting afternoon.

by Meredith Bolls
Grade 4, Edison Elementary School, Eugene

River Flows
River flows,
 loud
  and
   wet.
Sometimes, I feel lonely, 
but not around you.
 It is 
  Fall,
 November.
Around me I hear peaceful 
   silence.
I feel happy when I’m around you. 
I feel wet and happy.
 River
  Flows.
 Peaceful silence.
  River
   Flows.
  Peaceful silence.
   silence.

by Amanda Taylor
Grade 4, Forest Ridge Elementary School, Keizer

Baylor York, Grade 2, Forest Ridge Elementary School, Keizer

Rainfall
Rain ripples across
the once-glassy lake, wind howls
as the river churns

by Helena Berens, Grade 4
Forest Hills Elementary School, Lake Oswego
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On the River with My Dad
Have you ever been to Bedrock Campground? Well, I have, and if you 
follow a trail alongside the river, called Fall Creek, you’ll come across 
a bridge. There’s a steep path that will take you to FaIl Creek from the 
bridge.

Once you get down to the river, there is a creek (called Slick Creek) that 
you can hike up. My dad and I have climbed up Slick Creek lots of times 
and found lots of cool rocks like quartz, red and green jasper, and other 
cool rocks.

Sometimes my dad and I go really far up into Slick Creek, and we have to 
climb up one of the sides of the creek because there’s a small waterfall 
that is difficult to climb.

Sometimes my dad and I bring friends to Slick Creek. When we go to 
the creek with friends, we usually don’t go higher than the waterfall. It 
is fun to go up to Slick Creek and Fall Creek in the summer because you 
can go swimming there.

by Sydney Hammer-Powell
Grade 4-5, Family School, Eugene

“The Natural Beauty of Life,”  Angelina Taylor, Grade 4, Forest Hills Elementary School, Lake Oswego

The Willamette
I have rocks in me.
People raft in me.
People play in me.
People swim in me.
People pollute me.
Then they clean me up.
I am the river.

by Tristan Proctor
Grade 2, Forest Ridge Elementary, Keizer

Life
Life
 runs
  down
   me
    like
     your

water
hand

to
hand

we stand
and say
this is

our
river.

  by Hannah Williams
  Grade 3, Forest Ridge   
  Elementary School, Keizer 
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If I Were a River
If I were a river I would flow in the Willamette Valley.
I could be one of the most historic rivers in Oregon.
I could flow by the cheering fans at Autzen Stadium.
I could hear the professors teach the students in Corvallis.
I could take a long ride up to Portland.
I could provide the sailors with a fun ride.
I could have many tributaries that could give people fresh water.
I could journey north to the border of Oregon and see the
sights of Washington on the other side.
But I could only be a historic river if people cared for me.

by Nicky Skalberg
Grade 4, Edison Elementary School, Eugene

“Woodpecker,”  Luke Smith, Grade 5, Miller Elementary 
School, Bend

Caleb McCoy, Grade 1, Forest Ridge Elementary School, Keizer

Oh River! Oh River!
Oh River, river.
It’s so calm and peaceful and quiet.
I like the trees.
You protect me from the hot sun.
I like to swim and swim.
Who am I?
A fish.

by Sarah Hess
Grade 2, Forest Ridge Elementary School, Keizer

Mason’s Haiku 
of Watersheds
Rain runs from mountains
Turns from rivers to oceans
Life is amazing

by Mason Pemberton
Grade 4-5, Family School, Eugene
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A Midnight Swim
Waves ripple, trees sway.
I sit by the water a foot away.
While hawks fly overhead,
I get ready with a growing dread.
The sun sets and the moon comes out,
I am ready, I see a spout.
A fish jumps in the moonlight.
I get ready and to my delight,
As I jump in, the water is cool.
The river is like a natural pool.
The river makes me feel like I am flying,
I see a small fish spying.
I think of the river every day.
And I always want to go that way.

by Brianna Leary
Grade 5, Miller Elementary School, Bend

River
I stand silent while
The river flows fast
I feel the trees
I hear my brothers laughing
But I listen
I love you river
You take care of me
I share you with Nature

by Sydney Gates
Grade 2, Forest Ridge Elementary, Keizer

“Mountain Stream,” Wren Miller, Grade 2, Miller Elementary School, Bend

“My Trout,” Lorena McGrath, Grade 2, Forest Ridge Elementary School, Keizer

Melody Monroe, Grade 4-5, Family School, Eugene
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Chelsea Lopez, Grade 5, Forest Hills Elementary School, Lake Oswego

The Willamette River
As I walk along the rushing river,
I feel a gust of wind and I shiver.
As the ducks quack,
The people snack.
I watch the way it rushes through the town,
Never, ever slowing down.

by Phoebe Walsh
Grade 4, Forest Hills Elementary School, Lake Oswego

River’s Grasp
Drip

   Drip
       Drip

Rain
F
A
L
L
S
D
O
W
N

From my hair
To

My feet
The sun shines

THEN
Darkness falls over the river

OH
River!

Why do you take in rain?
I

   S
      L
         I

            P
Into the river

Splash
     Splash

          Splash
Your

G
   R

      A
         S

            P
Why?

      River
            Why?

by Rachel Herriges
Grade 4, Forest Ridge Elementary School, Keizer

Water
Salmon splash in the water
With a gentle breeze.
Rustling all the lily pads,
For you and me.

by Spencer Haley
Grade 3, Chapman Hill Elementary School, Salem
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Watershed: 
A Collection of Haiku
Mountain snowflakes
Venture to green valleys
In crystal-cold streams.

Deer drink, mouths dripping,
Hoofprints dark in the snow,
Backs to the pine trees.

Returning salmon jump
Scales shimmer silver and gold
Struggling for home.

Fat bears ready to sleep
Lumber back to the pinewoods
Bellies full of fish.

Chattering water
Tumbles over rocks and stones
Pushing for the sea.

Sun warms the water,
White clouds rise to the sky and
Float toward the mountains.

by Ananda Burke
Grade 4-5, Family School, Eugene

“The Beautiful River,”  Rainy Adkins, Grade 4-5, Family School, Eugene

An Oregon River
Water rushing down
Salmon leaping, foam forming
River full of life

by Olivia Andersen
Grade 5, Catlin Gabel School, Portland

The Summer River Time
It was the summer time

it was really hot
I was in a
canoe it
felt so

good just putting
my fingers just brushing

against the water and holding
onto this nice soft paddle pushing against

the
water.

by Trace Schuening
Grade 3, Forest Ridge Elementary School, Keizer

Sanatana Stein, Grade 3, Adams Elementary School, Eugene
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Ways of Oregon Rain

*cold, peaceful, soothing, calm and silent
*rain feels wet when you barely touch it
*a sluicing, sleeting, water blessing
*rain drums on the roof, unrelenting
*splats, smells good, makes puddles to jump in
*windy, misty, boring and fresh
*fresh, clear, blue, windy, and misty
*replenishing, teeming, creating a ruckus
*a gleaming tear from the heavens
*makes crops and grass grow
*cleans your car before you do
*heavy, thunderous, making you feel free
*rain glistens like a feather
*baptismal, pants cuff-soaking, wind-blown
*dousing, shuttering, unforgettable
*splats on the windshield, keeping us alive
*misting and settling on the trees
*shuddering, wave-like monsoons
*playful, half-hearted, refreshing blush
*swift, booming, crazy, quaint and dreamy
*rain’s like a painting with rhythm
*warm rain calms and soothes
*laughing, mocking, taunting
*unanticipated, unplanned, surprising
*unstoppable, uncalled for, flushing
*soughing, blustering, bratty
*in-your-face, drooping, sloppy
*smothering, coaxing, cow on a flat rock
*I can hear the rain drop from the clouds
*rain glistens on wild leaves
*annoying and under-appreciated
*wind-driven, watery sunshine
*bouncing, spitting, billowing
*bumbershoot invoking
*swelling the creeks and rivers

**All-hands list poem from Mrs. Bean’s 5th Grade at Robert Frost Elementary, 
Silverton (4/16/10), gathered by Silverton Poetry Assoc poet-in-the-schools,
SR Jones
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Student Works: 

Middle School
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Dream River
The river in my dreams
Has shades of blues and purples
reflecting on the water
like a kaleidoscopic rainbow
Fish and turtles swim
under the protection of the river
shielded from the outside world.
My river would be a haven,
for creatures of all kinds,
a place that many things would call their home.
The river in my dreams is friendly,
loving, and caring,
forgiving till the end.
The river may not talk,
but it speaks to many people.
My river would be calming,
reassuring without sound.
The river in my dreams
is beautiful,
clean, and pure
and shimmers in the bright moonlight.
It sparkles, in more ways than one.
The river is alive
and its heartbeat touches many.
The river in my dreams
is exactly what it is—a
dream.

by Sarah Hamilton
Grade 6, da Vinci Arts Middle School, Portland

Beauty at its Finest
It’s only part of a watershed,
just a few miles outside of Bend,
where the beauty is alive with color.
Where water flows calmly like a sleeping baby.
While you sit on the bank,
you hear birds and squirrels in the distance.
You look up,
a bird flies over your head,
your eyes open in shock and amazement.
You look around and think,
“There was a fire here?”
You start looking higher
to see cliffs surrounding you,
like towering monsters.
Then you realize
this place is not just a watershed,
it’s beauty at its finest.
It’s Tumalo.

by Zac Forte
Grade 8, REALMS, Bend

Rainer Schick, Grade 8, da Vinci Arts Middle School, Portland

Untitled
What color is the river?
Blue as the sky above it
White like the great Egret
Green like the trees around it
Crystal like the glimmering china
These are the colors of the river

by Brady O’Connor
Grade 7, Rachel Carson Environmental Middle 
School, Beaverton
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Hope
The frozen breath of the students haunts the air. 
It billows white from their mouths and noses. The 
tell-tale slap slap of boots says that they are here.
The children have been coming here since I was 
hatched. I am a red-winged blackbird.
There are new children here almost every time. I enjoy 
watching them work, creating new habitat for my kin. 
There is going to be a new place for the turtles, and they plan 
to trap the troublesome red-eared slider and snapping turtles. I look forward to their visits and their 
exclamations over my plumage.
The children all gather, taking gloves and boots out of backpacks and bags. The children are there. 
And hope has arrived.

by Elise Kuechle
Grade 6, Rachel Carson Environmental Middle School, Beaverton

Twenty Years Later
From where I stand, I can see the trees I planted 
when I was twelve. Turtles bask on snags that were 
hauled into the water by my classmates. When I 
reach the pond, it’s cold, just as it should be. The 
willows and dogwoods create shade. One small 
patch of reed canary grass peeks through all of the 
native grasses. I make my way over and pull it up.
Much better.
The familiar mud sucks at my boots, and I notice 
there are no blackberries to be seen. A thin board 
that serves as a bridge is still the same, even after 
twenty years. I cross it. It is much smaller than I 
remember. The willows planted so many years ago 
are larger and create shade.
Twenty years ago, we saved Willow Creek so maybe 
the new children can save the rest.

by Elise Kuechle
Grade 6, Rachel Carson Environmental Middle School, Beaverton

“The Chestnut-Backed 
Chickadee,”  Fatima Ramirez, 
Grade 7, Jane Goodall 
Environmental Middle School, 
Salem

Lionel Vance, Grade 7, da Vinci Arts Middle School, Portland
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A Human’s Help
After a still August night, moist dew covers a cluster of wild flowers residing in a small but open meadow on a hill 
overlooking the Willamette River. These simple plants are dying; they have not been nourished with moisture in a 
long time, for the river’s water is just out of reach. The dew drops are a meager blessing. Quickly, the sun begins to 
climb the sky, causing the dew to glisten like diamonds on their drooping hosts.

At this time, an elderly man is taking a walk in this meadow, peering sadly at the dying grasses and vegetation, 
grimacing as if he is suffering with them. He halts in front of the wild flowers and studies the petals, realizing that they 
once were beautiful. Sighing, the old man turns and walks back to where he came, cursing the unfairness of drought.

The heat of the sun’s rays begins to evaporate the dew drops, and they join an undersized cloud marring the sky. One 
dew drop remains on the tip of a flower’s leaf. It seems as though the dying flower is reluctant to give up this small 
drop of heaven. Perhaps the dew drop is not ready to leave the soft embrace of the wilting leaf. However, the water 
cycle is unavoidable, especially on a hot summer’s day. The dew drop evaporates, gone to join its siblings in the tiny 
cloud, leaving the flower to its quiet death. What the drop and plant do not know is that the flower soon will be spared 
through the kind actions of a human.

The drop and its brethren are ushered along with this mixture-cloud as it floats aimlessly for many miles. It gains 
moisture from the Willamette watershed until it is plump. Hovering angelically over a small neighborhood, the 
moisture is released as rain. Down the drops fall, gravity’s tantalizing pull making the decent swift. Some drops land 
in a tin can, composing a symphony of sharp, metallic taps. When the can begins to overfill, it is the human’s turn.

This man, stooped with the weight of a long life, has seen so many rain drops that have meant nothing to him, though 
a walk through a desiccated meadow has opened his eyes. Now he understands the price of water, and the pain to 
go without. When he sees the little can, he sees opportunity. Snatching it, he gets in his car and begins to drive, the
can perched on his bony lap.

By the time the sun is sinking and the rain has ceased, his journey is finished. A journey that took a growing cloud 
many days has been completed in only a few hours. He steps out of his car, holding the can as a greedy man clutches 
gold. Walking, he brushes past the other plants, until his gaze focuses on the clump of yellowed but tenacious wild
flowers. He pours the rain, a mixing of Willamette moisture and dew, from the can, giving the pure treasure these 
flowers long deserved. Like tears, the water slides through the air, separating into drops before they sink into the earth 
to search for the roots. The old man smiles; he will come back before long.

The last of the water is hungrily absorbed by the flowers. Only one drop does not enter the dirt; it sits gently on a 
flower’s leaf, the flower that will soon be beautiful once more. Such is the tender nature of the watershed, of love and 
growth. The human has given this plant a second chance.

The wild flower and the last cooled drop of a still August night rejoice in their final reunion.

by Brigid Fitzpatrick
Grade 8, Conestoga Middle School, Beaverton
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A Wonder of Nature
There is an awe-inspiring elegance that only the natural world can provide. I’m high up on a hill 
myself, but the hills around me are higher and covered in a thick layer of tall towering trees. As I 
turn my gaze downward, the trees below become shrubs and groundcover.
Then I see it, the Tumalo river rushing along freely, and I think, “Is a river just a vessel for water to 
flow through?” No, a river is a wonder of nature, creating its own ecosystem, so different from 
the environment on the sides of the hills and farther away into the high desert.
The river’s ecosystem exists of lush plant life along its edge that attracts all sorts of animals, with 
the motherly aura it provides.

by Micah Kurzer
Grade 8, REALMS, Bend

Untitled
The rain
The rain, the rain, the rain
It feels nothing but pain
Pain for the animals
In bush and tree
Pain for the people
Like you and me
We are the guards
Of lake and wood
We are the planters
Of all that is good
But the rain is the gardener
The one who takes pains
So say thanks to the rain
For the toads and the cranes
So as you work, remember to say
Thanks to the rain for what it did that day

by Francisco Corvarubias
Grade 7, Rachel Carson Environmental Middle School, 
Beaverton

“Butterfly,”  Sarah Egbert, Grade 8, Jane Goodall Environmental Middle 
School, Salem

Butterfly
Flying above the river slowly,

As I watch it carefully,
I realize its elegant touch,

And Wish I could be like that so much,
Free to soar with peace in mind,

Let’s hope I can find,
And always will see,

The Butterfly deep within Me.

by Sarah Egbert
Grade 8, Jane Goodall Environmental Middle School, 

Salem
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I am Water
I am water
racing down the river
colliding with the rocks
creating a fine mist
giving life to everyone
I am evaporated into a cloud
looming over the city
suddenly water gushes out like a flash
flood
eventually I clear away
leaving a sparkling rainbow

by Jackson Zechnich
Grade 6, Catlin Gabel School, Portland

Mark Nicholson, Grade 6, Catlin Gabel School, Portland

River Relationships
Wading across, measuring plants, observing what is around you, and doing art. The rushing creek is the reason we do 
these things. The clear, refreshing, cool creek determined to get downstream, once damaged, but now coming back 
to be healthy, with us helping it all the way. We go out every week for several months and give the river a check-up. 
We measure the plants, check the pH, temperature, dissolved oxygen, and turbidity, all in our study site.

Studying it. Helping it. Presenting it. Presenting the creek to let people know what it is used for and why they should 
care. People use it for drinking. Farmers use it to irrigate their land. Animals, both domestic and not, drink from it. 
Plants need it, and whole ecosystems rely on it to survive. These are just a few of the reasons why Tumalo Creek is 
important. A different, but still important reason is, these places are special; they grow on you and they bring people 
together. You can really develop a relationship with these places.

Relationships with places get stronger. People grow more familiar and grow comfortable. Whether there is snow on 
the ground or if it is a sunny day, the connection between people and place is ever growing. For some, it grows to be 
like a best friend. Others, not so much. Still others, it grows to be like a family member.

When you have developed a relationship with a place, you start to think, what can I do to help these places? You 
can help by going there and picking up trash. You can inform other people. Little things like that can make a big 
difference. Don’t think to yourself, I am only one person. I can’t do anything. One person can make a big difference. 
All you have to do is act.

by Graham Lelack
Grade 8, REALMS, Bend
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Rain
I’ve grown up with rain
when it rains
it feels like home
where I belong
in the rain
soaking
washing away
pain and hate
troubles and trials
something so simple
beautiful
forgiving
pure
cleansing my mind
droplets of
water
falling in serenity
comforting
trusting the rain will
come
rain
starts with r
like rancor
like recovery
redemption
rain pools in puddles
puddles that splash
and shimmer
like diamonds in sunlight
inspiring
when it rains
droplets falling on me
it feels like home
where I belong
in the rain

by Grace Wong
Grade 6, Catlin Gabel School, 
Portland

Darya Mojab, Grade 6, Catlin Gabel School, Portland

Colin Mitchell, Grade 6, Catlin Gabel School, Portland
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Bald Eagle
Soaring, swooping,
plunging downwards,
to the river below.
Talons slicing through
the water, and clasping
around the body of a 
frantic, wriggling
fish.

by Hayden Hopkins
Grade 7, Jane Goodall Environmental Middle School, Salem

My Life as a River
I am an icicle, cold and wet,
hanging from the ceiling of a cave, waiting to melt.
And finally, I melt, all alone, and on my own,
ready to start the journey to the ocean.
Trickling, trickling, ever trickling down the side of the mountain.
Soon I evaporate.
For now, I am a cloud, looking down upon the earth.
A campsite with cars and people playing in water go by,
followed by a forest and a river
with some elk drinking its cool, refreshing water,
and a family of beavers building a dam,
their buck teeth chopping and hacking at the wood.
Soon it rains and I am a river, turning and twisting with the current.
Over the rocks and under the bridges, faster and faster I go.
Trees go by me and rocks go under as I race to the end of my journey.
I feel as if I am on a motor boat,
everything goes by so quickly.
Finally, my journey comes to an end
and I am no longer a river, but an ocean,
with lots of other little rivers that have come together, becoming one.

by Kounann Gullam
Grade 6, da Vince Arts Middle School, Portland

Proportions
A cascade of power
That has been choked
To the loss of substance
And meaning
That pains the cut
Is too much
For our image
When the logjam
in the current
Will not give way
The whole river bows
When the Emotion
Of the lake
Overflows
In a tear drop

by Ian Hoyt
Grade 6, Catlin Gabel School, 
Portland

“Bald Eagle,”  Hayden 
Hopkins, Grade 7, Jane 
Goodall Environmental 
Middle School, Salem
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River
flowing
playful curious
laughing with the birds and the morning
singing songs of joy and light
people
gathering
laughing too
thinking themselves separate from the swinging pendulum of everything
I sit
thinking
one hand stirring the calm water
wandering to places unreal as a sliver of moonlight
where has this simple current traveled
has a girl like me looked at this very water
from the other side of the world
and wondered
the river remembers
where it’s been
everywhere
oceans
continents
so separate from mine
all dreams hopes fears realities
the river is
a storage place
of life
and all things
of strange Worlds and people
memories
dreams
all hidden
in the folds of
Water

by Sophie Glew
Grade 6, Catlin Gabel School, Portland

“Big Pink,”  Cory Richardson, Grade 8, da Vinci Arts Middle School, Portland

Hannah McLaughlin, Grade 7, Jane Goodall 
Environmental Middle School, Salem
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Raindrops on the 
Water
As the rain falls down,
it touches the river
As still as a simple teardrop.
The ripples it makes.
One at a time.
Falling
Down
Down
Down
One raindrop makes history.
No one thinks of that one drizzle
and the changes it will make.
Everyone thinks it’s not a big deal.
But it is.
The animals, living in homes that we could 
not imagine living in:
Holes.
Trees.
Water.
They can’t survive
without the river;
Their water,
their home.

by Gracie Cavenaugh
Grade 6, Catlin Gabel School, Portland

“Raindrops,”  Shinto 
Davis, Grade 6, Catlin 
Gabel School, Portland

Welcome to SOLV
The pitter-patter of rain on the lush earth,
Angels crying at the beauty.
Spirea swaying in the wind,
Waving to us as we pass.
The creek rushing by,
Babbling to whomever will listen.
The voices of my friends,
Who have helped this place so much.
Welcome to SOLV.

by Cheney Soria Sears
Grade 8, Rachel Carson Environmental Middle School, Beaverton

“Columbia River,”  Stephen Russell, Grade 7, Leslie Middle School, Salem
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The River Runs
The river runs and flows you can hear it if you’re silent if

you sit and just listen to the swoosh and swash of the river
just stop and listen to what it has to say the river runs free
it runs on and on never has to stop just going flowing, free

the river runs it runs with the fishes and it runs with the
wind the river runs and if you listen you will hear what it

whispers and it says to me come run, run free

by Eddy Biggs
Grade 6, da Vinci Arts Middle School, Portland

Dream of Perfection
My perfect river is beautiful
Thriving wildlife
Bright vivid colors flourish
Lighting up the forest
Crystal clear water like glass
My reflection staring back at me
No pollution
Nothing is wrong in the world
The current speeds by
Tumbling over the moss-covered rocks
Shimmering fish leap out of the water
The wind swiftly blows by
Tousling my curly blonde hair in my face
Leaving goose bumps on my neck
I wish this place could be real
I wish there was one river free of sadness
Where animals could live happily
And nothing could ever harm them
A place where all is safe
Where I could rest with no worries
A perfect river

by Sadie Bunch-Benson
Grade 8, da Vinci Arts Middle School, Portland

Untitled
A river shines
An ocean glows
The moonlight is sparkling
As seen through my window
Crash, splash, drip, and drop
Eventually, all sounds will meet
And the water will play the world’s beat

by Natalie Ritacco
Grade 8, Rachel Carson Environmental Middle School, 
Beaverton Emily Slusher, Grade 6, Catlin Gabel School, Portland
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Their Water
Always there
the endless river
always moving
like a snake
slithering around the globe
sometimes
a roadway
for a busy barge
or a cruise ship
full of laughing people
usually a home
for animals
but we forget
and we steal it
for ourselves
like it always belonged to us
like it always will
but it doesn’t
it never did

by Hannah Cassin
Grade 6, Catlin Gabel School, Portland

Even the Smallest
I take a sip of water,
not bothering to think about where it came from,
my throat is dry, so it burns when I swallow,
but it is sweet on my taste buds.

It spirals down my throat, running quickly but smoothly,
I take another sip. It’s too cold. My teeth feel frozen. Then
I leave and go outside, I feel the rain touching my face gently,
brushing my hair back, opening my eyes to the world, 
the bigger picture, where everything is connected, 
even by a little drop of rain.

by Beatrice Endler
Grade 6, Catlin Gabel School, Portland

The Great Blue Shepherd
A river, also has feelings
It has rage and anger, it can cry and weep
It slams and crushes like thunder
For it will never sleep
It throws tantrums like a toddler
Though its roots run deep
It sits still and wonders
And there are secrets that it will keep
It loves and cares for us
And will be there when times are steep
It protects us, supplies us, defends us
Like a great blue shepherd, herding his sheep

by Sahil Nerurkar
Grade 6, Catlin Gabel School, Portland

Sahil Nerurkar, Grade 6, Catlin Gabel School, Portland
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Willow Creek
The creek flows by
Ducks sit on the water
Glossy feathers lit by the sunlight
The breeze blows
Bracken rustles
Trees sway to the wind
Ruby-red bark glinting
Birds chirp
And fly overhead
Rain pelts the land
The creek rushes
Trees weighed down with water 
droplets
Sky darkened by clouds
When the sun comes out again
The water has risen
Flooding the trees
Leaving mud everywhere

by Amber Mao
Grade 6, Rachel Carson Environmental Middle 
School, Beaverton

Mo Alan, Grade 6, Catlin Gabel Middle School, Portland

Honoring Our Rivers
Rivers flow like the wind
They are strong and powerful
I go to the side of the River
Fishing pole at hand
I wait for the River’s gift
I lie in the grass by the water’s edge
The flowers tower over me in shades of pink and blue
The majestic willow tree that sways in the wind
Beauty lies at the water’s edge
The River gives us many gifts
The rainbow trout that glimmers in the sun
The flowers and trees that sit at the water’s edge
I receive the gifts
Forever will I respect the River

by Lily Barlow
Grade 7, Leslie Middle School, Salem

Olivia Wilk, Grade 8, da Vinci Arts Middle School, Portland
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The River’s Journey
The river flows
past castles strong and sturdy
it chuckles by the edge of a farm
then wide open fields
it gurgles down forests
it hears the sound of children, like excited dogs
playing in its bank,
it listens to the silence of the drowned, 
drifting silently through the calm waters.
The creek flows into the Willamette
it listens to the busy dawn
The Willamette feels plastic, cans,
rose petals, and a remainder of sorrow
a picture with a broken frame, smashed to pieces
by his lover.
It enters the ocean, and becomes one with the earth

by Gus Edelen O’Brien
Grade 6, Catlin Gabel School, Portland

“Willamette River,”  Ivanya Kilber, Grade 8, da Vinci Arts Middle School, Portland

by  Madison Haywood, Grade 8, da Vinci Arts Middle School, Portlandd 

River of Dreams
My perfect river would be clean.
Its water would be clear,
Without litter or pollution.
Its banks would be sparkling under the sun,
Not polluted but a clean place for creatures to live.

My perfect river would be full of life
Fish would swim through it freely,
Not having to worry about garbage and pollutants.
Animals would drink from its refreshing water,
Sustaining and nourishing all wildlife.

My perfect river would be surrounded in nature.
The only sounds around it would be its own or the forest’s.
You would hear its streaming water,
Noticing bird songs and plants rustling,
Escaping from everyday life
To the ever flowing water and your own smiling reflection.
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Damage
I walk along the esplanade
overlooking the Willamette River.
What I see
takes my breath away.
Pollution,
worse than I have ever seen.
How, how has our beloved river
been overcome by filth
that frightens us away?
I glance at the bright reflection
and notice Big Pink standing tall.
The wind rustles my hair and heavy coat
as I continue down the docks.
The scenery changes as I pass
building after building
reflecting upon the greenish water.
I can’t hear the heavy sounds of the city
just across the river,
only the occasional duck
or car passing on the freeway overhead.
I can smell and taste
the crisp air circulating around me
and the chemicals the cars have left behind
that someday will join our river’s body.
Rain starts to fall
I stare as it dots the water and concrete
in little splashes.
I watch as the water moves toward its fate,
under many bridges,
past lots of houses and buildings
emptying into the big, deep ocean.
I will come again,
to soak in the river’s peace and quiet
and enjoy what is left of it.
Sometimes we think that we can take advantage of what we have.
Something we said we were going to do but didn’t.
We pay for what was lost even though it can’t ever possibly be replaced.

by Camille Maclean
Grade 7, da Vinci Arts Middle School, Portland

Sadie Bunch-Benson, Grade 8, da Vinci Arts Middle School, Portland

Untitled
As I closed my eyes, I saw the rivers around me
shimmering, shining and sparkling.
Children splashing in the clear water.
Families having a picnic.
I want to touch it, jump into it, swim it, feel its power of beauty
Gradually I opened my eyes,
the waters blurred as I lean closer.
Trash destroying our beautiful river.
The river that I want my kids to experience is ruined.
Beyond me is the once crystal clear river.
What does it cost to have the pureness back?
What is the cure?

by Jia Chen
Grade 8, Houck Middle School, Salem
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Just Visiting
I love to visit the banks of the Metolious to see the life there. I love to see the fish flash their scales in the sun, and 
watch the birds, like inquisitive children. They peck along the edge of the river, and call out to their neighbors in the 
trees. It feels like home.

But we can’t treat our rivers like home. They have already been claimed by the fish, birds, trees, rocks, and all the life 
that survives by leaning on the river. So instead of treating the river like your home, by bringing your stuff into it, by 
claiming it as yours, treat it as if you are simply visiting a close friend. You wouldn’t leave trash in a friend’s home or 
destroy their furniture or decor. Instead you would respect their home and thank them for their kindness. Then you 
would leave, and there would be no sign you were ever there.

Treat the river like that. Know that it is a privilege to be at this place, and leave giving your thanks that just for a while 
the river was your home, too.

by Rona Campbell
Grade 8, REALMS, Bend

Conner Nelson, Grade 6, Catlin Gabel School, Portland

Marlee Perron, Grade 6, da Vinci Arts Middle School, Portland
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Butterfly
Caterpillar
fuzzy, hungry
crawling, feeding, growing
cocoon, asleep, awake, alive
flying, dancing, living
beautiful, colorful
Butterfly

by Vanessa Carpenter, Grade 7
Jane Goodall Environmental Middle 
School, Salem

Water’s Forms
Steam floats through the air
Soundlessly
As light as smoke
As wet as mist
When cooled, however, it
Turns into a seemingly different element
Known as water
Running down rivers
Or settling in vast oceans
There would be nothing without it
In winter it may seem like there is no water
Lakes frozen over
Snow coating everything
Yet still that cover on the lake
That snow on the ground
It is water
Frozen
Cold to the touch
A trace of wetness
Still the same root
Of steam
Of water
Of life

by Aidan Smith
Grade 6, Catlin Gabel School, Portland

“Water of Portland,”  Liam Wynne, Grade 6, Catlin Gabel School, Portland

Safina Lewis, Grade 6, Catlin Gabel School, Portland

Vanessa Carpenter, Grade 7, Jane Goodall 
Environmental Middle School, Salem
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The Reef
A bright coral dances to the beat of the tide.
Spreading its feathers like appendages with pride
A school of fish swims by its side,
Letting the current be its guide.
A sharp-toothed barracuda swims past.
In the great blue ocean that is so vast
The school of fish moves away fast.
Desperately trying to outlast.
A crab scuttles along the ocean floor
Trying not to be tempting octopus lore
On a rock two anemones wage a territorial war
Each one firing stinging cells that cause gore
There is an eel that lurks beneath the coral;
Which seems so deceivingly floral.
He tries to avoid any quarrel.
For that is his never-ending moral.
A crab scuttles along the ocean floor
Trying not to be tempting octopus lore
On a rock two anemones wage a territorial war
Each one firing stinging cells that cause gore
Everything is in perfect sync
From the shrimp that are so pink
To the jellyfish that rise and sink
As night starts to cross day’s brink

by Liam Wynne
Grade 6, Catlin Gabel School, Portland

The Sandy River
Constraints have been vanquished
Free to roam once more

by Miguel Gachupin
Grade 6, Catlin Gabel School, Portland

Jasper Gordon, Grade 6, Catlin Gabel School, Portland

Simple Place
Little crystal ice drops fall

as the sun hits the snowy treetops above.
In my view of the creek,

I see the slow rushing water.
The beautiful melody of it moving,

hitting the rocks, fills my mind.

Gone into the place where no one can distract me.
In solitude I think of the last few weeks

and how going to these creeks can change a person.
Change me.

Solitude in places like this really can just be a big relief.
It’s a way you get things off your mind,

and you are able to not just try, but be yourself.

Hearing the teacher call,
I’m brought back.

I gaze one last time seeing the ice drops falling,
the slow rushing creek,

and all the natural beauty of Shevlin Park.

by Ashley Bushnell
Grade 8, REALMS, Bend
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Willow Creek
At Willow Creek, my class has made turtle habitat, planted native trees, and removed blackberry.
The turtle habitat is made out of tarp in a six inch deep hole, with gravel on top so the turtles can lay eggs there. We 
did this because bigger turtles have been taking the smaller native turtles’ habitat, and the reed canary grass is hard 
for them to dig into.

We also planted native trees so that they could grow without any invasives taking over and killing the native plants. 
One of the other things we did was pull blackberry. The blackberry was killing off anything in its path. We also pulled 
up reed canary grass which was making it very hard for the turtles to dig into the grass to lay their eggs.
Maybe in five years, I hope the SOLV site will be rid of blackberry and reed canary grass. I hope the turtles will be here 
to lay their eggs more often, too.

by Keegan Dillon
Grade 6, Rachel Carson Environmental Middle School, Beaverton

Holly Sauer, Grade 6, Catlin Gabel School, Portland

A Simple River
As the water falls from the sky
and down to the earth ...
like a thousand little crystal flecks falling to the ground
it lands in a river ...
all we can see is a simple river, but it is so much more ...
a river is the blood of the forest,
the home of the salmon ...
a river is not simple ...
a river is like a leopard
it can be silent and steady
but it can be trecherous and rapid like a maelstrom
and loud like a hurricane
and will always hold secrets
a river has a life of its own
it can be tainted, or healthy
the river helps all,
big like the bear and small like fish
rivers are wild ...
never to be contained

by Lila Reich
Grade 6, Catlin Gabel School, Portland

Miguel Gachupin, Grade 6, Catlin Gabel  School, Portland
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I WONDER   ...
Curiosity is a wonderful thing to have.

Wondering what, noticing that, gaining new understanding.
That is why ...
I WONDER ...

What Tumalo Creek looked like before the flames
angrily muted this fragile area

when someone left a campfire going.
How tall and magnificent were the trees,

swaying in the breeze,
making music with their leaves?

Shading the rivers,
providing homes for little critters.

What streams trickled into this crystal, clear creek?
Did they sound like bells on Santa’s sleigh?

Or did they tumble tenaciously over rocks and logs,
making themselves known to all who will listen?

I am ASTONISHED ...
At how careless and lazy one person can be,

sometimes leading to nothing,
sometimes creating a red hot flame that quickly engulfs 

homes, plants,
damaging beyond repair a haven for everything living.

At how many beings a single valley,
a single river,

a single tree can hold ... shelter, food.
A woodpecker pecks away,

creating an apartment out of a dead tree
while fish show off their shimmery scales in the sun.

I am FASCINATED ...
At the determination and love people let fly.

On white, wintery wings,
a small group making change to millions of lives.

At how much can transform in a short amount of time,
Creating beauty from almost nothing.

At how amazing Tumalo Creek is.
Trees galore,

bugs-a-buzzing,
cold water rushing by.

Green, blue, white.
Rough, hard, smooth.
Sticky, smelly, slimy.

There’s no place like home.

by Tempest Carvalho
Grade 8, REALMS, Bend

Gunnar Gorsach, Grade 7, 
da Vinci Arts Middle School, 
Portland

Willamette River
River,
Flowing steadily,
Rushing past me,
Currents keeping in rhythm,
Ioud, raging, wild
Untamed beast
River.

by Hannah Gertenrich
Grade 7, Leslie Middle School, Salem

Untitled
My roots are deep. I came from far away. The 
others seem weak so I take from them what 
they need to live. Water. Sun. Nutrients. All of it. 
Mine. They die, slowly withering to the ground. 
Until one day, I’m grabbed. Pulled. Ripped from 
the earth, then thrown in a pile with others 
like me. Now weak, and deprived of what we 
need to live. And we too wither and die. The 
things we stole go back to the ground. I am 
reed canary grass.

by Andy Grillo
Grade 8, Rachel Carson Environmental Middle School, 
Beaverton
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My Life as a River
I am a witness to everything around me but not picking any sides. Out of one eye I see walls, businesses that pollute 
my body and garbage that has been cast aside by humans. Out of the other eye I see the sky, birds, plants and people 
watching me as I make my way towards the ocean. My current is strong as I flow, changing directions rapidly. Over 
my massive rushing bubbling sounds I hear birds chirping, cars vrooming, and people at work and play. The people 
surround me witnessing life’s beginnings. As I struggle to stay strong, I feel hurt, betrayed and sadness, for I am the 
emphasis of life and nobody seems to care. I must make my way to freedom and taste the ocean.

by Jacob Stearn
Grade 7, da Vinci Arts Middle School, Portland

Willamette River
 Hot Summer Sun Burns
  Cold Mountain Run-Off Water
   Boats Rush Past
    Chasing River
     As I Relax I Drift Away
      The City Slowly Falling Behind
       Willamette River

        by Harley Amick
        Grade 7, Leslie Middle School, Salem

“Willamette River,”  Arely Zaragoza, Grade 8, 
Jane Goodall Environmental Middle School, Salem

Swish
Swish, Swish, Swish, goes the river
Swishing down the smooth rock bed
Swishing, eternally
So beautiful
Down the rocks
Always, forever
Following the path
To the unknown
Wearing it away
Swish, Swish, Swish, goes the river
Following the path
To the unknown forever

by Ryan Selden
Grade 6, Catlin Gabel School, Portland
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The Smell of Home
I grab my things
I hear the pounding of water on the pavement
I think  ‘uuugh, it’s raining’

Then I remember
How important the rain is
How the rain feeds the small streams
And the streams feed the creeks
And the creeks feed the rivers
And the rivers lead into the ocean
And the ocean water evaporates
And becomes rain

The next day
I get in the car
I hear the pitter patter on the roof
My brother complains ‘it smells bad outside’
And it does smell
It smells
Musty
And damp
And I like it
Because it smells
Like a rainbow should smell
Like things are finally starting to look up
Like Portland
It smells like home
And I love it
The Smell of Home

by Robin Attey
Grade 6, Catlin Gabel School, Portland

Liam Wynne, Grade 6, Catlin Gabel School, Portland

Morgan Fromdahl, Grade 6, da Vinci Arts Middle School, Portland

River Song
Rolling towards the ocean,
In a very elegant way,
Veering left and right,
Existing just for life,
Rapids thrashing rocks,
Singing the river song.

by Haley Thomas
Grade 7, Jane Goodall Environmental 
Middle School, Salem
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The River and My Life
My life is like a river
Pushing, shoving, never stopping,
Things get in my way but I go
Over it.
Sometimes when something is too big for me 
to handle I get
around it.
But I have a choice.
The river doesn’t.
Every day I have to deal with pollution.
Of the brain
Of the mind
Of the heart
Or just me.
But I can get over it.
The river can’t.
Maybe if my life was as simple as a river
I wouldn’t have the problems that I do now.
But if a river had a life like mine.
It could get around its problems too.
But I don’t want a life like a river
I’m sure a river doesn’t want mine.
So let’s take care of the river’s life
and then the river might take care of ours.

by Zoe Stadler
Grade 7, da Vinci Arts Middle School, Portland

Untitled
Watery mud
Invasive reed canary grass
A rushing creek
Towering trees
A creature’s home
Canadian geese honking above
Leaves, falling, amber colors
Cold air, seeping in your bones
Students working
This is fall at Willow Creek

by Anita Koh
Grade 7, Rachel Carson Environmental 
Middle School, Beaverton

Grace Xu, Grade 7, Jane Goodall Environmental Middle School, Salem

Stephanie Salvador, Grade 7, Jane Goodall Environmental Middle School, Salem
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Through my Window Panes
Lemon, lime
Those are the clouds
Dripping juice
That is the rain
Sweet and sour
Wet and wild
The crazed river
Leaps over the roads
Holding them down
With immense strength
The road’s bindings
And pouring down
Through the sky
Running off the sides
Of the clouds, dripping in
Through my window panes

by Holly Sour
Grade 6, Catlin Gabel School, Portland

Eleanor Corser, Grade 7, da Vinci Arts Middle School, Portland

“Da Belle - The Beautiful,”  Emily Boatwright, Grade 8, Jane Goodall 
Environmental Middle School, Salem

Breathe
Blood pumping, Heart racing, hands sweating
Tell myself, Jump
Jump into the cold
Jump into the mist
Jump into the flow
Jump into the rush
Feel the rush of the water you cannot escape
Feel the burning of the cold sensation
Feel the mist and flow that never gets old
Jump, Feel, BEHOLD the beauty and power of the River.
Tell myself BREATHE in the beauty of the River; 
and swim to the Bright Light you see afar.

by Makayla Bello
Grade 7, H.B. Lee Middle School, Portland
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Willow Creek
My work at Willow Creek has shown over the years. I’m a student at an environmental middle school, and I have worked 
at a site on Willow Creek. I also live pretty close to the site, so I’ve seen it in its more unhealthy years and now healthy 
years. I’ve seen it when reed canary grass covered everything but one willow tree in the distance. But I’ve also seen it 
now speckled with willows, dogwoods and a turtle nesting area. Even after I graduate this year, I know I’ll be able to 
watch it grow and prosper knowing that my work made a difference.

by Chris Galluzzo
Grade 8, Rachel Carson Environmental Middle School, Beaverton

“Windy Seashore,”  Ivanya Kilber, Grade 8, da Vinci Arts Middle School, Portland
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Thou Unholy River
Oh, river of toxins
how many cans I cannot count
the number of poisons I do not doubt
how could you be treated this way
thou river of sickness

Oh, river of toxins
how dirty ye are
how gross—nay, how sick!—you are
how could we have done this
thou river of sickness?

Oh, river of toxins
how clean ye once were
you were once freed from cans, poisons and even (how silly for this to be) waste
how defiant—nay, how triumphant!—you once were
but all that is gone
thou river of sickness

Oh, river of toxins
what a use—nay, what a waste!—of a cleansed river
we mindlessly pour our “medi-sins” down your side
we deposit cans into you, therefore, by your rules, we will not abide
thou river of sickness

Oh, river of toxins
‘tis quite sad that ye must suffer
suffer, of course, from our hellish sins
think of what awaits our children when they take responsibility
thou river .... of sickness

 by Levi Blodgett
Grade 7, da Vinci Arts Middle School, Portland 

Hannah Gertenrich, Grade 7, Leslie Middle School, Salem

“The Life Giving River,”  Steve Nguyen, Grade  7,  
Waldo Middle School, Salem

Untitled
The tree sways, the wind blows, and the soft smooth rhythm 
of the creek engulfs the scenery. Then the graceful birds fly 
over the creek, bringing their peaceful songs. The creek is alive.

by Sam Kent
Grade 7, Rachel Carson Environmental Middle School, Beaverton
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Sophie Glew, Grade 6, Catlin Gabel School, Portland

Shelby Lewelling, Grade 8, Jane Goodall Environmental Middle 
School, Salem

I Am .... 
The grey stormy waves reached towards me, reeling me in. They grabbed me by the legs and pulled me back. 
My silent voice hushed by the waves. They were pulling me back to where I belonged. The river. I am a naiad, 
a river nymph. I clean the river, I swim in the river, I am the river. l have the power to slow the current, make it 
stronger and faster. I do not live in the past or in the future. I live today. I am today. I am the reflection of you 
when you look down. I am the fish that sweeps your leg when you want to swim because I am lonely. I am the 
sticks that get tangled in your hair. I am the oil that you soak in and that binds you until you get out. I am the 
river. They say I am not important but I am. Sometimes you will see me, sitting along the banks. I am the face 
that smiles at you when you go under. You see me but you don’t know it. I am everywhere but not nowhere. I 
am the ripened soul they want. I am the jelly bean at the bottom of the bag that you don’t care enough to eat. 

I am the forgotten piece of clothing that sits in your drawer waiting to be noticed.

by Grace Benefiel
Grade 7, da Vinci Arts Middle School, Portland

Native vs. Invasive
Blackberry, reed canary grass
The flow of the river is the only natural object.
SOLV soldiers approach the land,
Shovels, loppers all at hand.
Alien invaders cower in fear,
Someday our river might be clear.

by Tyler Rogers
Grade 6, Rachel Carson Environmental Middle School, Beaverton
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What We Forgot
A smooth sheet of slate gray
Water slides through the city
Punctuated by scattered clumps of litter and debris
the smokey gray of the water
Reflected by the rainy sky
Nothing more than chemicals in a toxic river
What we forgot
We forgot a river
The life-giving essence that gave us countless beginnings
Countless chances
But we did not listen
We were too wrapped in our problems, small things
Insignificant compared to the danger our river faces
A danger too real for many people still
Wrapped in their cocoons of obliviousness
Unaware
But some are aware
A whisper has broken through their cocoons
A whisper telling of tainted water lapping at the corners
Of docks, of dirty water smothered by a sea of litter
And then a taste of possibility, a taste of maybe
A taste of what was
A young brook tumbling down a tree-caked mountain
Joining a larger river flowing lazily under a calm azure sky
The trailing tendrils of willow branches caressing smooth waters
But this is not reality. Do not forget.

by Ophelia Hartford-Miottel
Grade 7, da Vinci Arts Middle School, Portland

Ellie Corser, Grade 7, da Vinci Arts Middle School, Portland

“Colors of the Willamette River,”  Esmerelda Diaz, Grade 7, Jane Goodall 
Environmental Middle School, Salem

Athena Erickson, Grade 6, Catlin Gabel School, Portland
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Adventures on the Columbia
My name is Miranda Ball, and I’m in grade twelve. I come home sopping wet; my hair is drenched, tangly, and pulled 
back. Make-up has no trace of ever being on my face, and my sunburned shoulders try to avoid the back of my truck 
seats. To many people, it’s agony to look and feel this way; to me it means a fun day at the Columbia River.

 The best time to go to the river is near the beginning of the summer. It’s after winter when the frost and snow from 
the local trees and lush green grass begin to melt and drip along the sandy bars and into the rivers, along with the 
spring bringing the season of harsh rains. It also allows the water to cool down and not be so choppy—perfect 
wakeboarding weather. 

The first time I learned how to wakeboard, I was about seven years old. My aunt and uncle had just bought a new ski 
boat and brought it on the Columbia to try it out. I jumped off the deck of the boat and into the water, avoiding the 
motor. As soon as I get out far enough, my Uncle Tony grabbed the throttle and slowly pushed it forward. As I lay 
in the water, I saw the rope begin to lose slack and tighten up. Pretty soon I felt the boat, along with the rope, pull 
me up out of the water, and as fast as I was up, I went crashing into the water face first. The lifejacket lifted me back 
to the surface. Tony gave me pointers on how to stay up.  Eventually, Tony drove the boat forward to take the slack 
out and shifted into neutral. As soon as I gave the head nod signaling that I’m ready to be pulled, I heard the rumble 
under the water of the engine starting and soon felt the tug of the rope. As my shoulders emerged from the water, 
I felt the breeze on my face. Before I knew it my legs and feet automatically adjusted themselves, and I was gliding 
across the water.
 
It was an amazing feeling. I felt like I was a bird flying low against the top of the water. Eventually, I grew tired and limp 
from the weight of my body on my left leg. Soon, I let go of the rope and crashed into the water. Wakeboarding is one 
of my favorite water sports, and until I’m in a wheelchair in a retirement home I’ll be wakeboarding every summer.

by Miranda Ball
Grade 12, Oregon City High School, Oregon City

“Fish,” Karen Arango, Grade 10, McKay High School, Salem
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Constructing the Meaning of Nature
I am no longer a single drop of rain, or an individual snowflake. I am a part 
of something larger than myself, made up of many other selves. The single 
drops of rain are non-distinguishable in the mad rush of water, only the 
ever changing body of water as a whole is evident. Facing upstream, I am 
overwhelmed by a sense of looking into the past, the places where the water 
once was. As I turn downstream to the west, I see the places where the water 
will be. The ocean is off in the distance, mountains and miles beyond my 
sight, yet I know it is there, collecting the water, amassing the rain drops 
and snowflakes, preparing them to fall once more.

excerpt by Kevin Douglas Hay
Portland Community College Sylvania, Portland

“King Fish,” Antonio Murillo, Grade 10, McKay High School, Salem

Working at Rock Creek
We’re cutting down some blackberries
so natives can grow easily
They have sharp thorns that poke
and they really hurt folks
Their roots don’t go quite deep enough
so they get dirt in the water we love
the fish can’t breathe
the newts all die 
and we’re out here working
 
Ay-o Ay-o Working at Rock Creek
 
The beavers have come out to play
they’re eating all the Cedar away
The Douglas-Firs are too small
so we’re building cages really tall
We want the trees to grow to be part of our community
 
Ay-o Ay-o Working at Rock Creek

by Brianna Roberts, Grade 12
Clackamas High School, Clackamas

 

Neighborhood 
we had juniper forts
in the rocky back

old stone garage
and its sagebrush yard

tumbleweeds rolling up the street
and sleds hurling down

the grass hill
hiding spies and ladybugs

a fence to the river 
at one end

snapdragons and lilacs
at the other

we had
“go play outside”

and the land welcomed us in

by Marianne Disney
Central Oregon Community College, Bend
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Burn
(Words found in “Burning Garbage on the Incoming 
Tide”, from Wild Comfort: The Solace of Nature by 
Kathleen Dean Moore)

It was terrible, but what else were we going to do?
Beach grass and beer advertisements,
Bullwhip kelp and broken-back slippers,
Burn it.
Candle ends and fleece cloths.
Logs and ping-pong balls,
Burn it. 
Halibut, Gulls, Elephants and Buddhist monks,
Burn it.
Anger, gratitude, gladness and spite,
Burn it.
And when there is nothing left,
But skeletons and cinders,
Pour some kerosene on the dead,
Despite the barge that could be brought instead,
Burn it.

by Sam Vitello, Grade 12
Crescent Valley High School, Corvallis

Marquiz Johnson, Grade 11, McKay High School, Salem

Racquel Rancier, Oregon State University, Corvallis

To Pull the World Together
The line slips thin under the bell
and up through the eyes 
focused on a sky established 
by the river bank and the bridge
older than my father.

Its rust reminds me of the gray 
that vine-crawls from behind his ears.

I watch my dad thread the hook,
making sure to loop the filament
seven times
about itself before drawing it through
the peephole below the twists
and back through the larger loop 
he just created, a fisherman’s noose.

He takes the hook and line firm
in hands like mountains,
pulling my world together.

As the knot cinches itself,
I can only hope my hands 
look like my father’s.

by Andrew Norman
Corban University, Salem
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The River
Thrashing in the water, I tried to reach the surface. Heavy shoes 
filled with water pulled me down. Thoughts raced through my 
mind as I flailed wildly under the water, totally invisible to anyone 
above the surface. I had jumped from a forty-foot cliff to my death. 
Knowing that panicking caused people to drown, I tried to relax.

Warm and sunny was how the day started; it was the last week of 
summer, and I was surely not going to waste it. My brother and I 
loved going to the river over the summer break. We went nearly 
every weekend. On this particular day, we decided to try out a 
new stretch of the Clackamas River we had never been on. We 
would put in at Barton Park and get out right before High Rocks 
in Oregon City. We left my house at eleven in the morning, and it 
was a fantastic day. Extremely warm, but along the river there was an amazing cool breeze coming off the water. The 
familiar smell of sand, river rocks, and small grills along the shore filled the air.

We got to the river at noon but waited until one to put in; we wanted to give the water a chance to warm up before 
we got in. Once we were in, the water felt great. Smiling faces and laughter filled the river scene. No one ever seemed 
to be having a bad time at the river, but this day would change that for me. We approached a cliff that was about 
forty feet tall. My brother, Hunter, and I decided we would jump it. We loved jumping off of high rocks into the water; 
it was a good rush on such smooth days. We climbed up, and I quickly realized that it was much higher than anything 
I had ever jumped off of before. My brother leaped before I knew it. After I made sure he was off to the side, it was 
my turn. I took one long stride to ensure I wouldn’t hit the rocks, and I propelled myself off the enormous rock. Time 
seemed to stand still as I floated toward the water. But when I hit, I knew. I went down too far, and the shoes I was 
wearing were full of padding. They held me ten feet below the water.

I thrashed in panic, thinking I was dead. I knew I wouldn’t have much time to get out of this situation. I was underwater, 
totally invisible to anyone, and I knew I was in deep trouble. I instantly had a sense of regret for jumping. Then 
something amazing happened; time slowed and my mind cleared from its panic. I thought of my shoes holding me 
down and knew they must come off. So, under the water I kicked at the heel of one foot and popped one shoe off, 
then the other. I felt a sense of freedom. After they were off, I kicked to the surface and barely got up in time to catch 
a deep breath. I looked around and saw my brother in a frantic state looking for me twenty yards downstream. When 
he saw me, I saw a sense of relief wash across his face. Then we both started laughing about it.

That day at the river I learned something I will never forget; I learned that you must respect the river if you want it to 
let you survive. I learned that you must think before you just go jump.

by Jimi Hays
Grade 12, Oregon City High School, Oregon City

Around Our River
You smell the fresh air.

The cold wind hitting your face.
The warm sun heating us up,

The quiet dancing of the leaves,
You hear the animals in the trees.

If only air would stay fresh
And wind would stay cold

The leaves would keep dancing
And if the trees would stay up

This world would be better
If only our river would stay.

by Isel Gomez
Grade 12, Early High School, Chemeketa, Salem
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Willamette River
My dad likes to fish whenever he possibly can, so it’s no 
surprise that he takes me whenever I can go as well. My 
dad had a special fishing spot on the Willamette River, so 
whenever we got there at four in the morning, we also had to 
carry our fishing gear through what seemed like an obstacle 
course. The trip to the spot always seemed to pay off though 
because when you got there the view was refreshing. Not 
only did the spot have a gorgeous view, but it got results too. 
Within the first hour we would always have at least one bite. 
I have not been going in recent years because the sea lions 
have been coming into the river and eating all the fish. Not 
only are the sea lions eating ones in the water and making 
it more difficult to catch the fish, but also some of them are 
actually getting brave and will steal the fish right off your 
pole or out of your net. I have seen with my own eyes a large 
grey sea lion rocket out of the water, and grab the fish out 
of a man’s hands. The man did not want to give up his fish, 
so upon crashing back into the water the sea lion took the 
man with him.

by Steven Dau, Grade 12
Oregon City High School, Oregon City

Today
Today the river
runs wild with glee.
It’s the last bright day
in November and
the sun skips cross gray-green
water, lightening the landscape.
A pair of trail runners
crunch burgundy-hued leaves,
sending duff flying past their heels.
The banks have yet to turn
to silt-clay stew.
Today the Bigleaf maples
yellow ochre dominates the landscape,
making evergreens jealous.
Autumn magnifies
the call of the crow
and deepens the texture of tree bark.
Today you can hear the scratch
of parched leaves meeting mid-air.
The river roars
joy unadulterated, leaping
past large woody habitat, and
charging forth toward the Columbia.

by Jessica Varin
Oregon State University, Corvallis

Raquel Rancier, Oregon State University, Corvallis
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River Otter
Cute little otters
swimming around having fun
splashing and playing

 Swedish Translation:

 SIMMAR
 Söta sma utter
 omkring med roliga
 stänk och spela

 by Cordell Hutson
 Grade 7, Jane Goodall Environmental Middle School, Salem

We Must Defend Animals 
from Extinction
When I was in the jungle in the region of Loreto, I observed 
how people from the villages used dolphins from the river 
as bait for other fish. The people from that region call the 
dolphin bufeo.  When I looked across the river, I saw a 
dolphin that was entangled in a tree.  The dolphin thrashed 

back and forth, trying 
to break free, but it 
couldn’t .   Hidden 
from the sight of the 
fisherman, I helped 
the dolphin break free 
and he swam away 
happily.

by Romario Reátegui Ruiz
National University of 
Ucayali, Pucallpa, Peru

Spanish Translation:

Debemos Defender 
a los Animales de 
Extinción
Cuando estaba en la selva que está 
ubicada en la región Loreto, miraba 
que los pobladores utilizaban como 
carnada para atrapar a otros peses al 
delfín del río.  Los pobladores de esa 
región lo llaman “bufeo”.  Cuando miré 
a otra orilla, vi a un delfín que estaba 
atado en un árbol del río.  El pez se 
movía de un lugar a otro queriendo 
zafarse, pero no podía.  A escondidas 
de los pescadores que me podrían ver 
lo desaté y el pez se fue alegre.

“River Otter, “ Cordell Hutson, Grade 7, Jane Goodall Environmental Middle School, Salem

Cinthia Milagros, Grade 5, Chino Mora, Pucallpa, Peru
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Our River
Beneath the wonderful blue sky it lies
Nature’s well-painted masterpiece
Clear sparkling surface reflects the sunlight
Never tired waving in day and night

The horizontal waterfall flows so fast
As fast as its beauty has been lost
My tears fuse with the dark colored liquid field
Waking my sensitivity from a hundred tears sleep

“Where is my precious giant mirror?” I asked
My reflection has slowly vanished
The river is surrounded by the grey shadow
The unwanted eclipse hides its glow

Underwater creatures live under pressure
River’s castle is just remained blur
Covered by the propagated darkness and dust
With my entire respect, I pray
May God give our river a blessing

by Jovanka Gusman
Grade 9, Madania PIS, Bogor, Indonesia

“Willamette’s Nature,”  Jose Guitierrez, Grade 5, Cesar Chavez Elementary School,  
Eugene

“Cuidando el Bosque - Taking Care of the Forest,”  Talita Reategui, Husares del 
Peru, Pucallpa, Peru

Willamette’s Nature
The Willamette is full of wonders. The 
Yellow-Headed Blackbirds fly above. 
The Bull Trout swims in its water. All 
creatures need fresh water. It is the 
habitat to many. The Willamette is full of 
wonder. Protect it.

Spanish Translation:

Naturaleza de 
Willamette
El Willamette esta lleno 
de maravillas. Los mirlos 
amarillos vuelan por lo alto. 
El pez nada en sus aguas. 
Todas las criaturas necesitan 
agua fresca. Es el hogar para 
muchos. El Willamatte esta 
lleno de maravillas. Protegelo.

by Jose Guitierrez, Grade 5, Cesar Chavez 
Elementary School,  Eugene
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Rose of the River
Sneaky and mysterious.
Mystic and whispering.

Immersed in the depths of the vast river.
Calm and timid.

Innate observer, calm and placid creature.
Innocent as a child, shy as a falcon.

Frightened, afraid.
He moves away from the side of the river, from man and horror.

He used to be friendly, kind, playful, but man and his evil drove him away.
The sky cries, the air whispers among the leaves upon witnessing the river stained red.

Man, man…woe to the man who does not know what he has until it is gone,
when the river conceals its majesty and hides the gifts that God has granted it.

He does not reflect, he does not detain.

You be that hand, you be that voice
that detains the cries of heaven and the sad breeze that caresses the trees 

upon seeing the rose-colored dolphin begging man for his life.
Man, in exchange for fortune and vain riches, turned the river red, 

for the scavengers and fattened fish, 
and doesn’t contemplate the extinction of God’s magnificent creation.

You be the soul that implores to the almighty God,
the opportunity to sow consciences now,

that will bring fruit today and in the future.

Fresh-water dolphins, 
rose- and ash-colored, here and there.

You be the voice that cries out, you be the hand that detains the furtive, 
indiscriminant hunt that extinguishes these delicate, rose-colored melodies.

by Leonardo Dávila Reátegui, 
Peruvian Wings University, Pucallpa, Peru

“Peces de Pucallpa- Fish of Pucallpa,”  Anthony Alfredo, Grade 7, Chino Mora, 
Pucallpa Peru

“River Vyatka,” Tatyana Lagunova, School 28, Kirov, 
Russia
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Spanish Translation:

El Rosa del Río
Sigiloso y misterioso.
Místico y susurrante.
Inmerso en lo profundo del inmenso río.
Tranquilo y tímido.
Innato observador, criatura tranquila y apacible.
Inocente como niño, huraño como halcón.

Tiene miedo, tiene temor.
Se aleja de las orillas, del hombre y el horror.
Era amigable, amable y juguetón, pero el hombre y su maldad lo apartaron.
El cielo llora, el aire susurra entre las hojas al ver el rio teñido de rosa.
El hombre, el hombre…ay del hombre que no sabe lo que tiene hasta que desaparece, 
cuando el río oculta su majestuosidad y esconde los dones que Dios le concedió.
No se mide, no se detiene.

Sé tú esa mano, sé tú esa voz,
 que detenga el llanto en el cielo y la brisa triste que acaricia los árboles, 
al ver al delfín rosa suplicar al hombre por su vida.  
El hombre, a cambio de fortuna y vana riqueza, tiñó el río de rojo 
para carroñeros y peses engordados, 
y no mide la extinción de la magnífica creación de Dios. 

Sé tú el alma que implore al altísimo Dios, 
la oportunidad de sembrar conciencias en el presente, 
que dé frutos hoy y en el futuro.

Delfines de agua dulce, 
rosados y cenizos, aquí y allá.
Sé tú la voz que grite, sé tú la mano que detenga
la caza furtiva e indiscriminada
que apaga esos finos cantos rosados.

by Leonardo Dávila Reátegui, 
Peruvian Wings University, Pucallpa, Peru

“Cuidar bien el Agua - Take Good Care of the Water,”  Fran Orosco 
Campos, Grade 5, Husares del Peru, Pucallpa, Peru

My River
Many things to write
in the darkness of this night
and I look to the sky
as I see a million eyes
Sometimes, I wonder how it begins
but I never imagine how it would end

In the morning of the day
it would not be the same as yesterday
you have changed gradually
seems different, dirty, and smelly
Where are the old you?
People, please give me back my river

by Cornelia Lingawan
Grade 12, Saint Laurensia High School, Tangerang, 
Indonesia
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When River Was a Child
When river was a child,
did it play like me?
Did it sing or dance?
or play in a symphony?

When river was a child,
was it mischievous,
and scolded by the sea?

Now river is a mom,
open arms to humanity,
for eternity,

We are here for the ride,
not to meddle,
for infinity. 

Hindi Translation:

जब नद ी एक बचच्ा था
 
जब नद ी एक बचच्ा था
म ेर े ज ैस े ख ेल था,
यह गाना था या नतृय्,
या एक सव्र क ी समता म े ं ख ेलत े ह ै ?ं
 
 
जब नद ी एक बचच्ा था,
यह था शरारत ी,
और समदुर् क े दव्ारा डा ंटा?
 
अब नद ी एक मा ँ ह ,ै
मानवता क े लि ए खलु ी बाहो ,ं
अन ंत काल क े लि ए.
 
 
हम सवार ी क े लि ए यहा ँ ह ै,ं
को हसत्कष् ेप नह ी ं करना,
अन ंत क े लि ए.  

by Anushka Nair
Grade 4, Oak Creek Elementary, Lake Oswego

Anastasia Nikolaeva, Grade 8,  School 28, Kirov, Russia
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Yellow Rain
Winter is here and the fall time has gone
and there’s no more leaves on the ground
Just miles and miles of big piles
of the white stuff on the ground

Winter time goes and the spring time comes
and the blossoms sprout from the tree
soon tulips are bulbs
and there’s no snow left for me to see

April 3rd comes and the rain showers in
like a water pipe broke from the heavens
the rain splashes down hard on cement
and becomes a huge puddle of desire

You run inside as fast as you can
and grab your yellow attire;
your yellow rain boots
your yellow raincoat
and even your little yellow hat

You run back outside into the splashing fun
and never stop splashing till the day is done

You walk back inside from a long wet day
and grab a cup of hot cider
You walk in your bedroom
and take off your little yellow attire;
Your little yellow boots
Your little yellow hat
and of course your little yellow raincoat
but you’ll never forget that long wet day you’ll call
yellow rain forever ...

Spanish Translation:

Lluvia Amarilla
La lluvia amarilla
El invierno está aquí y el tiempo de caída se ha ido
y no hay más hojas en el suelo
A pocos kilómetros y kilómetros de grandes montones
de la blanca en el suelo
El invierno se va y llega la primavera
y las flores brotan del árbol
pronto los tulipanes son bulbos
y no hay nieve que me queda por ver
03 de abril y viene la lluvia en
como se rompió una tubería de agua de los cielos
la lluvia salpica con fuerza hacia abajo sobre el cemento
y se convierte en un enorme charco de deseo
Ejecuta el interior tan rápido como puedas
y apoderarse de su traje amarillo;
las botas de lluvia amarilla
su impermeable amarillo
e incluso su sombrero amarillo poco
Ejecuta de nuevo fuera en la diversión salpicaduras
y nunca dejar de salpicar hasta el día que se hace
Caminas hacia el interior de un largo día de lluvia
y tomar una taza de sidra caliente
Usted camina en su habitación
y quitarse su traje amarillo poco;
Sus botas amarillas poco
Su sombrero amarillo poco
y por supuesto su impermeable amarillo poco
pero nunca olvidaré que el día húmedo que llamaremos
lluvia amarilla para siempre ...

by Kenzie Stuvland
Grade 6, Catlin Gabel School, Portland

Kenzie Stuvland, Grade 6, Catlin Gabel Middle School, Portland
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Ripples & Eddies
Small snippets of larger entries that contained language too exceptional to pass up. 

The river that flows so elegantly
Beaming in the sun with tranquility
I watch you mindlessly
As you sway with dignity
For you are so powerful
So amazingly strong
And yet you sit there peacefully
Like a bird’s quiet song

by Athena Erickson
Grade 6, Catlin Gabel School, Portland

There is a river that I know,
That shivers.

by Brooklyn Flint
Grade 2, Forest Ridge Elementary, Keizer

But the river
Runs tirelessly
Through the

Night
It knows the secrets

Of the ancient
Oaks

It hears the
Whispers of the

Gentle night
Breeze

by Darya Mojab
Grade 6, Catlin Gabel School, Portland

I feel the power to change something is in my hands.
This one little plant is my way to show the world  change is coming.

by Tessa Kemper
Grade 6 , Rachel Carson Middle School, Beaverton

The story of the river and land: Once many 
eons ago, before there were blueberry farms, 
vineyards, and big cities, there flowed a giant 
river.  From the mountains it came with only 
one thing in mind, to reach the ocean.

by Sarah Smith
Grade 8, Jane Goodall Environmental Middle School, Salem

With this river comes a great responsibility.
To keep this fish alive.

by Cheyenne Petty
Grade 7, Jane Goodall Environmental Middle School, Salem

A River holds…
 life…
  memories…
   peace…

by Michael S. May
Grade 3, Forest Ridge Elementary, Keizer
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Water alive
Green like emeralds
Blue like turquoise

The river gives life
To plants and animals
While they, in turn, give the river a purpose.

by Dante Fields
Grade 8, da Vinci Arts Middle School, Portland

I splash into
Another puddle
And another
Enjoying my time
In this water wonderland
But then I see a worm
Ewww
I leave, screaming
To my house for pepermint tea

by Carly Allen
Grade 6, Catlin Gabel, Middle School,  Portland

The river flows, not eternal, not 
everlasting

smelling slightly of waffles
or is that just

me

by Eva Bryner
Grade 6, da Vinci Arts Middle School, Portland

Tall trees tower this river
Children play at the shore line

Families bond here

by Genevieve Brindle
Grade 7, Leslie Middle School, Salem

The river that we, human beings, are polluting.
 That we, human beings, can save.

by Kayana Fillmore
Grade 6, Rachel Carson Middle School, Beaverton

One drop
Makes a difference

by Quinn Smesrud
Grade 6, Catlin Gabel School, Portland

The sound of the water rushing over the rocks is like laughter.  

by Grace Hertz
Grade 4, Forest Hills Elementary, Lake Oswego

Ripples from rocks
sticks and logs
fish and docks
Why are you so pretty? 

by Kallan Smith
Grade 3, Forest Ridge Elementary, Keizer

The river so fast, is so very, very fast.
It takes the world with it.  

by Sarah Brewer
Grade 3,  Forest Ridge Elementary, Keizer

The pretty sound of the silences of silences. 
It nourishes your body in the spirits of the river.

by Gabrielle Adams
Grade 4, Edison Elementary School, Eugene
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Grandmother
Growing up in Tacoma, my entire life allowed me one certain luxury—a view of Mount Rainier. 
This majestic mountain has long been known as a provider for the Native peoples of Puget 
Sound. What inspired this image was a quote from a Puyallup leader of the early nineteen 
hundreds. His words were:

“The Puyallup had loved their grandmother Takopid, the mountain, even as Tacoma loves 
her now... Takopid fed them and her other grandchildren, the Yakama, through her rivers, 
the Puyallup and the Yakama, which she kept always supplied with life-giving fish and clear, 
cold water.”
  - John Hote (Puyallup:1915)

Another source of my inspiration was a comb carved from antler, which depicts two wolf-
like figures that meet over the mountain top. The mountain itself has a face carved within it, 
which most likely represents its spirit. Our oral histories tell of another related story, by which 
the mountains here were once sisters but now are part of the land. The rich beauty of the 
land, the stories of our culture, and the changes that surround us today give me a feeling of 
connection, knowing that my ancestors were inspired as I am today by that same mountain 
that gives us so much.

by Qwalsius - Shaun Peterson

 “Grandmother” Qwalsius - Shaun Peterson, giclee edition of 60, 24” h x 30” w
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“Eclipse Drum,” 2010. Greg Robinson, Chinook Nation. 
18 x 3 inches. Elk hide, pigment. Used by artist at Tribal 
ceremonies. gregarobinson.com

Silver & Deep
Drinking the water today’s sun
bathed in, I reel and stammer,
chasing whatever the wind
throws my way, breathing
big to clear my hazing eyes
until this walking-level world feels
more ordinary and organized,
the weight of my feet on dirt
and concrete nothing more
than me, pressing down. 

But the sky’s on the loose,
rain clouds bustling
across its skin fast as they can.
I quick swallow a draft
the moon bathed in, tasting a stream
overgrown with oaks. Leaves steep
soothing tannin into the flow—
yellow tea brewed from trees who are
the moon’s familiars here on earth.

Fine as any line-up of suns
a night sky could flaunt,
this dipper deepens.
My drinking gourd shines

by Paulann Petersen , Poet Laureate of Oregon, excerpt 
from The Voluptuary, copyright © 2010. Reprinted with 
the permission of Paulann Petersen and Lost Horse Press: 
http://www.losthorsepress.org

First Fish: Salmon Ceremony
Along that great blue expanse of Columbia,
I drive I-84 west into the sun past Celilo village
Stealing glances south across the freeway
To the narrow strip below basalt cliffs
Where the longhouse rests, stately,
Attended by courtiers of old cars, small trailer houses, a few boats
And two trees.

What if you could put the river on rewind
Like an old movie
Watch the water rolling back, down
Let it eat the dam
Whose turbines sing the death chant
Of Celilo.

I saw you there at Celilo
You wore your blue fringed dress 
Bright shawl around your shoulders
Your arm encircled
A daughter, carrying bundles
Both of you headed to the longhouse.
There was another, a man
Wearing a ribbon shirt
Standing next to his truck.

Above, the basalt cliffs
Were filled with eyes:
They-Who-Watch.

The man moved toward the longhouse.
At seventy miles per hour,
My cheeks wet with tears,
I cannot move.

by Kathy Haynie, Teacher, Oregon City High School
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Another Way the River Has
A beaver slipped under the end of the dock that was still afloat. 
I walked over to see where it had come from. The beaver’s hole 
was under water, in flat mud, shaped like an airhole in oatmeal. 
His “lodge” must be in or behind the dike. The beaver reappeared  
downstream but took a wide turn and came back beyond the mud bar. Sea gulls trod the glistening mud. A raccoon 
prowled the foot of the dike, pawing at clam holes with little human hands. A mole
slithered into the exposed roots of riverside grass. A cormorant cruised along the channel surface and ducked under 
water–ploop–to fly in a different medium. Beware, you slow-moving fish.

Wisps of vapor danced across the river, and the songbirds were just a-going it. I walked back to the net-minding 
platform, newly attuned to an orgy of life and death at the threshold. Life at the border between water and land is
richer than elsewhere. All along the wet mud bar were tiny air holes for little breathers taking on tinier fuel. Here in 
the back-and-forth wash of salt and fresh water, noiseless mouths and claws and filters were at work on the business
of life. An aroma of rich rot filled the still air as the sun broke above the ridge to the east, powering up the whole 
haunting and wondrous system.

Three gulls began squawking over a reddish morsel on the mud bar. A heron swooped in and scattered the other 
predators. I couldn’t tell who won the prize, or even what the prize was, but the birds’ set-to raised a savage racket.

I’d lost sight of the beaver. But when I walked to the upstream edge of the platform, he was idling in shallow water. 
The beaver and I eyed one another. Just a pebble-toss away, he was pointed toward me and had nowhere to go. He
couldn’t sound. The water here was too shallow. The beaver wore a loose coat, shaggy and thin, having shed the 
thicker dark fur in favor of light summer wear. The beaver’s winter pelt had changed the course of history here. Fashion
at the turn of another century prized the beaver’s soft underfur, the best felting material for top hats.

An osprey came whistling over the fir tops at the far shore, and when I looked back toward the beaver he had vanished.

I walked down the dock and up a plank ramp to the dike. Two farm houses held the high ground. At sea level, behind 
by the dike, lush hay grew between irrigation ditches. Atop the dike ran a one-lane road, paved. I walked upstream
until a shaft of sunlight hit a big gray doe, a mule deer, at the woodsline. She stood frozen, watching me watching her.

A short yellow school bus took on children at a farmhouse, and I walked back toward the dock thinking my heart might 
break. What is it? Morning sun lights up an unstartled deer. Children step into a yellow school bus. The wild and the 
human commingle here in an astonishing array of survival packages, the inventive variety in ways to live on a swampy 
bottomland. I’d read somewhere that I am seventy-something percent water. H20. The human body, by volume, is 
mostly water. A kid mounting a school bus. A beaver emerging for its morning rounds. The heron terrorizing gulls. 
These riverside willows, too, all these collections of fiber and rising sap ... Each life form is just another way the river 
has of getting up out of its banks.

by Robin Cody, excerpt from Another Way the River Has: Taut True Tales from the Northwest, by Robin Cody, copyright © 2010.   
Reprinted with the permission of Oregon State University Press, http//oregonstate.edu/dept/press

Life at the border
between water and land
is richer than elsewhere.
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Cache
In the early 1990’s, Spencer Beebe, CEO of Portland, 
Oregon, based Ecotrust, embarked upon an effort 
to understand and preserve the Kitlope area of 
British Columbia, Canada. In his book, Cache: 
Creating Natural Economies, Beebe describes the 
Kitlope as “800,000 acres, a huge truly pristine 
watershed, the entire ecosystem from the glacial 
mountain headwaters to the sea.” Beebe led the 
effort to find an alternative to the planned logging 
of this wilderness by convening the relevant parties: 
The Haisla First Nation who had lived there for 
thousands of years (led by Gerald Amos, Charlie 
Shaw and Cecil Paul), the West Fraser Timber 
Company which had logging rights to the Kitlope, 
government officials, scientists and conservationists. As described in the following passages from Cache, the meeting proved 
pivotal for the largest undisturbed coastal temperate rain forest watershed in the world: 

The representatives of West Fraser spoke first. They said simply that they needed to keep their mills running and their 
employees at work. Various public officials spoke and they too had something to add. Then it was the turn of the 
Haisla Nation. Louisa Smith, Cecil Paul’s sister, rose. She spoke of her upbringing in the Kitlope, of its importance as a 
last repository of all the elements of traditional subsistence. She spoke of her mother’s grave and of the deep spiritual 
power of the Kitlope, where she and other members of the Haisla Nation resorted as often as they could to restore their 
own spirits and the commune with those of their ancestors. As Louisa spoke, something strange began to happen.  
There were perhaps 35 people crowded into the room, and as she told her stories, many of them started to cry.  The 
room was very quiet except for Louise’s soft voice. Among those with tears running down their faces was a huge, 
tousled logger named Bruce Hill. After the meeting, Bruce came up to Gerald and Ken.  “I never understood before,” 
he said, “I want to do whatever I can for you.” Gerald had already decided that we needed a nonprofit organization 
working in and beyond Kitamaat Village to protect indigenous territory, help young people rediscover their culture, 
and work for kinds of economic development that would provide jobs without eating up the natural resources. He 
even had a name picked out; in the Haisla language, na na kila means “watchman,” and the new organization was 
to become the Na na kila Instititue. Within  a few weeks. Bruce Hill had put down his chainsaw and become the first 
executive director.

Four years, 800,000 acres, $600,000—the amount Ecotrust put into our effort—adds up to 75 cents an acre. It was 
an impressive achievement by any standard. The Kitlope is an entire, healthy, functioning ecosystem. It is a place still 
dominated by natural ecological processes, heavy snow, torrential Pacific rain, huge rock avalanches in the spring 
melt that clear wide swaths of forests, constantly changing stream courses, giant old-growth spruce along the banks 
undercut by spring floods cartwheeling down the river bank to bank, a giant limbed thrashing machine clearing 

Solstice on Multnomah Channel
I thought I saw three shooting stars,
but two were only spiderwebs shining
in the rafters.
Moon at solstice, and the light
bright enough to write by!
How swiftly she travels,
pulling a dazzle of light across the water—
dabbles of light that dance, disappear
and dance ...
Just as she vanishes, six white geese
paddling upstream on the river.

by Barbara LaMorticella , from Deer Drink the Moon, Poems of Oregon, Ooligan 
Press, 2007.  Reprinted with the permission of Barbara LaMorticella.
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“Hydro’s Adventure Through the Water Cycle,” Copyright 2004, 
GeoQuest Publications

fresh gravel for spawning salmon. It is an extraordinarily 
dynamic system of destruction and renewal, a patchy, diverse 
landscape at once serene and peaceful and at other times 
wild, dangerous, and formidable. The Kitlope is the largest 
undisturbed coastal temperate rain forest watershed in the 
world: the only remaining example more than 250,000 acres 
in size in North America that has not been logged. No roads, 
dams, permanent structures of any kind, other than the 
watchman cabin we helped build.

Though it’s taken me a long time to learn this, I’ve come 
to see that Gerald is right: culture is more powerful than 
data, Science, money, and technology. Indeed, culture 
shapes all these things, and the landscape as well. It is our 
interdependence and, the character of our relationships 
with each other and our environment that matter. I call this 
“reliable prosperity.”

Cecil Paul calls it the “magic canoe.” He says the Haisla were alone in their struggles for recognition and assistance 
in protecting their “bank,” their source of subsistence food, medicine, and spiritual renewal-the Kitlope. Then some 
strange white people appeared out of nowhere and stretched out a hand - “Boston people,” because the first whites 
the Haisla met were from Boston. Then more strangers came: scientists, and foundation people, and museum directors, 
and Sami people from Sweden, and filmmakers, and television people, and reporters, and government ministers. Cecil 

says they were building a magic canoe, and 
the more people that came, the bigger it 
got. And he asked Gerald Amos to steer the 
canoe and be his people’s spokesman on 
everything to do with the Kitlope. “When the 
Kitlope was saved we put the canoe ashore,” 
says Cecil. “But it will be ready when we wish 
to go on a journey together another day.”

by Spencer Beebe, reprinted with permission

Stillwater Bay, Columbia River
To see to the depth of a river, wade into still water. In the 
silent space under the slick of the world, the river clears. If you 
stand still too, so as not to wrinkle the water, you will see the 
shadows of minnows. You will smell sage and melting snow 
and you will notice, incised into the topography of the silt, 
little river channels pointing to the sea. And isn’t this what you 
had hoped to find? A quiet place where everything comes 
clear and the Earth itself shows the way to the one thing.

by Kathleen Dean Moore, from Wild Comfort, © 2010. Reprinted by arrangement 
with Trumpeter Books, an imprint of Shambhala Publications Inc., Boston, MA: 
http://www.shambhala.com
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Refuge
Blanketed in bitterbrush and sage,
sandy hills roll toward the horizon.
A gravel path curves into the juniper forest
around the lee of an ancient mountain.
Creeping phlox show clumps of magenta
and in the shade, yellow bells bloom.
 
My shadow spreads over the rocky ground
as I walk toward the mingling of water and earth.
Red winged blackbirds cling to thick lines of dried cattails.
Placid coots paddle in the shallows
their black beaks dipping into the duck weed.
Pairs of mallard ducks swim in unison trailing silver wakes.
 
A golden eagle shadow-hunting above the marsh
perturbs the serenity, stilling the calls of small birds.
Gloved hands curled into warm pockets
and breath puffed out in opaque clouds,
I let the silent refuge hold me.

by Maralee Gerke , reprinted with permission

Night Fishing
The water is a glaze like loneliness at ease
with itself. I cast and close my eyes
for the whir out across the water, the line
striking the surface and sinking. I like
waiting for it to thud the bottom, then jig it
up a little. I imagine the lure in the utter
dark. I play it lightly. Fish rise. Just
shy of the surface, they play their glints
off the moon on the water. I see too my own
loneliness. It’s not too big and it breathes
easily. Soon, it may pretend it’s rain.
Rain blurs the water. There is nothing wrong
with rain. I take a deep breath and cast and cast.

by Peter Sears, reprinted with permission

“Oak Seedlings,” Aislinn Adams, Illustrative Designer

“Acorns,” Aislinn Adams, Illustrative 
Designer
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Nehalem Tillamook
Mrs. Clara (Oskalowis) Pearson (born ca. 1873), 
one of the last remaining Nehalem Tillamook 
native speakers, dictated these songs, which 
are part of the myth “Ahecks Leads a War Party,” 
to Elizabeth Jacobs in 1934. Mrs. Pearson, who 
lived in Garibaldi, on the northwest Oregon 
coast, stated that she heard them, along with 
other myths and tales, from her parents every 
winter until she was nearly forty years old. (See 
“Songs of the Clackamas” and “Three Guardian 
Spirit Songs of Mad Coyote.”)

 Spirit-Power Songs

 Bear:
 Ah, I can reach
 right to the sky.
 With my paw I
 can feel that sky.

 Beaver:
 I build dams,
 I build dams.
 I build and watch
 the pond lilies grow.
 Although it may be buried
 far beneath the earth,
 with my feet I dig it out
 as I travel in the woods.

 Rabbit:
 Even though he is a rich person
 I can take his power from him.
 Even though he is very rich
 I can make him weak.
 That is what I am able to do!

 from Nehalem Tillamook Tales, told by Clara  
 Pearson; recorded by Elizabeth D. Jacobs;   
 edited by Melville Jacobs. Reprinted with the  
 permission of Oregon State University Press,  
 http//oregonstate.edu/dept/press

“Wetlands,”  Deborah DeWit, oil on wood, 40” x 48”, 2010.  In the 
collection of Clean Water Services, Hillsboro, Oregon.

A Kalapuya Prophecy
In the old time, by the forks of the Santiam,
a Kalapuya man lay down in an alder-grove
and dreamed his farthest dream. When he woke in the night
he told the people, “This earth beneath us
was all black, all black in my dream!”
No man could say what it meant,
that dream of our greening earth.
We forgot. But then the white men came,
those iron farmers, and we saw them plow up the ground,
the camas meadow, the little prairies by the Santiam,
and we knew we would enter their dream
of the earth plowed black forever.

Narrated by John B. Hudson, Kalapuya Translation by John B. Hudson
Verse adaptation by Jarold Ramsey (first published in Love in an Earthquake,  
Seattle: University of Washington Press, copyright 1973. Reprinted with 
permission.)
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What Can You Learn From a River:      
A Siddhartha-coated Lesson From the Oregon Coast 

I teach Honor’s Senior English (and journalism, photography and rock and roll) at Newport High School 
on the Central Oregon Coast. From my classroom, if the winds blow my direction, I can smell Yaquina 
Bay and hear sea lions barking down on the Bayfront. During the mushroom season, hard core Oregon 
kids cook chanterelles in the parking lot and then share their bounty with me at lunch. I also get to stage 
an outdoor rock festival every spring. It’s a sweet gig, the best of my 20-year career, and my students 
never cease to amaze me with their stories of connecting to nature. 

One of the highlights of my job is teaching 
my seniors Herman Hesse’s Siddhartha, a 
book suffused with Buddhist thought and 
ideals that was almost universally read 
by high school students in the 1960s and 
70s, but has since fallen deep out of favor, 
nearly into the academic abyss. When I 
started teaching at Newport High three 
years ago, I found by sheer accident a 
ragged class set nearly 40 years old and 
taught the novel for the first time. I now 
consider Siddhartha my favorite novel 
to teach because it consistently inspires 
the best student reflection on spiritually, 
nature, the origin and future of humanity, 
and how sometimes a young person must 
let go of something in order to become 
an adult. 

Siddhartha is a thin novel yet sends my seniors deep into existential and ecological investigations. The 
novel presents the river as the ultimate metaphor of human existence. Some students advocate for 
the ocean (as I do) or the mountains or the desert as a richer metaphor and we hold lively discussions 
on our respective choices.  We also speculate on how a person who grows up on a river as opposed to 
a suburban cul-de-sac might view the world differently.

As part of the unit, I invite them to intuit what a river has to offer by visiting one of the nearby Lincoln 
County rivers (Yaquina, Siletz, Yachats, Alsea) and watching it course for an hour or so. I also ask them 
to listen hard and ask a question—one question. What can a person learn from a river? Back in the 

“Heading for Mary,” Trey Phillips, Corvallis
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classroom, I have them write a short essay answering the question. Below are 
some excerpts from a few of the essays that particularly intrigued me:

Garrison Bacon
I believe a person has to learn about themselves in order to see the river. Once 
the river is finally in sight, the person can then begin to discover the many 
winding turns of the river’s meander. A person can learn everything from a 
river and understand it with great clarity.

Ivy Jones
Secrets of the world lie within a river. The water that flows down the currents 
has been there since the beginning. Every corner of the world has been touched 
by the same water that flows down the river. 

Jordan Fanucchi
A person can learn the secrets of love from a river.

Riley Berg
I think a lesson I have learned from having a cabin on the Alsea river is that I need to remember the little things 
in life. I have a tendency to get caught up in material items. But when I’m laying in the hot summer sun and my 
feet are just beyond the end of the heated rocks resting gently in the cool river, I’m not worried about cell phones 
and Nordstrom’s because I’m perfectly content.

Taylor Karnes
While going with the flow may be easiest, swimming against the river’s current often brings the most memorable 
experiences.

Lindsey Losier
A person can learn how to flow with the way of life. To not fret or stop living because of a bump or block. To work 
through it, move past the rock in your life. Mastering the way of living is to flow with life and whatever it may 
have to bring you.

Ryan Silwones
From a river a person can learn when to be quiet and when to be loud. 

An English teacher never really knows where an assigned novel ends up with students. I learned a long time ago to 
temper any grand moral designs for teaching great literature. At this point in my career, I just want students to experience 
one important, perhaps lasting, personal moment when we read a book together. In the case of Siddhartha, it’s about 
making them go to a river and asking the question. I like to believe that for the rest of their lives, whenever they stand 
next to rivers, my students will ask the question again and again. They will ask their children and grandchildren for an 
answer. And the answers will always change because that is the very nature of rivers.

by Matt Love. Matt Love grew up in Oregon City and is the publisher of Nestucca Spit Press and author/editor of The Beaver State Trilogy, Citadel 
of the Spirit: Oregon’s Sesquicentennial Anthology, Super Sunday in Newport: Notes From My First Year in Town  and Gimme Refuge: The 
Education of a Caretaker. In 2009, Love won the Oregon Literary Arts’ Stewart H. Holbrook Literary Legacy Award for his contributions to Oregon 
history and literature. He’s currently working on a book about the filming of Sometimes a Great Notion. 

Michel Hersen, Photographer, 
photographybymichel.net
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Oak Creek Elementary, Lake Oswego
Oregon City High School, Oregon City
Oregon State University, Corvallis
PCC Sylvania, Portland
Peruvian Wings University, Peru
Rachel Carson Environmental Middle School, Beaverton
Rimrock Expeditionary Alternative Learning Middle School (REALMS), Bend
Saint Laurensia, Indonesia
School 28, Russia
Waldo Middle School, Salem

For more information, visit www.HonoringOurRivers.org
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